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DEMOCRATS

:

ference between speeches of the can
didate on various subjects pertaining
to the campaign. Among these was
the matter of the chairmanship of the
summittee which will manage the
campaign in the east but Mr. Bryan
and the chairman positively announced that no one had been determined
upon and would not be until replies
had been received to letters which had
been sent to several persons , asking
their views regarding the appoint
meat.

BANDIT,

SHE

HANDED, ROBS

IS TO WIN IX COAST STATES
Chicago, Aug. 24. Theodore A.
Bell, who will notify John W. Kern
tomorrow of his nomination for-thvice presidency arrived In Chicago today en route to Indianapolis from a
speaking tour In the Pacific coast
Htatcs. Of conditions as he observed
them Mr. Bell said:

CANDIDATE PRAISES
IN

HOSTS
CHINA

GATHER FOR THE
KERN NOTIFICATION

Believes Nations Favoring the Fifteen Thousand People ExOpen Door Policy Should
pected to Participate in CerEncourage the Governmental
emonies in Honor of Vice
Reforms in Flowery Kingdom
Presidential Nominee,
I

By

Moraine

Journal special I.mimú Wire

IHy Morning

Hot Springs, V.t., Aug. 24. Judge
Tuft took occasion today to express
himself as heartü.v favoring the efforts of American missionaries In
China as the most effective method of
bettering the condition of (hut nation
and of establishing cordial relations
between the Chinese and American
governments.
This expression was
given In an extended conference he
had with Itcv. George W. Painter, who
years has been a misfor thirty-fiv- e
sionary at Hang Chow, China, for the
Presbyterian church.
Dr. Painter came here to give Mr.
Taft information respecting the inpolitical
situation in
ternational
China. He said that China was awakening from a Hip Van Winkle sleep
of ages and awakening with anger at
the nations, which were seemingly dividing up her territory among themselves.
The most favored national
doctrine when applied in China, he
said, seemed to be that when one nation got a piece of territory that the
other nations interpreted it as giving
them the right to take something
"eimally as good." In this connection,
he said, the Indications were that the
United States was acquiescing with
European nations In Japan's possession of Korea and domination of Manchuria, simply to keep a bone of contention between China and Japan to
prevent a union which would, without
doubt, make the ' yellow peril" a reality.
After the conference Mr. Taft
said for publication:
"The United States and others who
favor the open door policy will, if they
are wise, not only welcome hut encornare the treat Chinese emut'e to
take long steps on administrative and
governmental reforms, in the development of her natural resources and the
improvement of the welfare of her
people. I don't view with alarm the
growth of China Into a great industrial empire. I believe that this instead of injuring foreign trade with
China would greatly Increase it.
"We ought to welcome China's
We
growth as an Important power.
ought not to be Jealous of it, for It Is
the blindest kind of a policy to retard
the development of a nation in the
hope of thus Increasing our trade.
Our greatest trade Is with the most
prosperous. The Chinese are a great
people and they ought to be helped to
develop."
of the
Taft spoke appreciatively
work done In Chlnn by the missionaries. "They nre doing a great work
there," he said. "They are showing
our best side to the people of the
Orient."
Senator Hopkins, of Illinois, will be
here tomorrow.
Mr. Vorys. Mr. Taft's chief of staff,
left here tonight for Detroit to attend the annual convention of state
Insurance commissioners.

LOS ANGELES MERCHANT
COMPLAIN TO WASHING ON
i

Commerce Conmil'lon Intend Ut IX
witching Chaire
Awuy Willi
Minio by Jtallroads.
Aug. 24. The Associcomated Jobbers of Los Angeles,
prising In Its membership many of the
Los Angeles,

largest representative wholesalers and
manufacturers of this city, has Instituted proceedings before the Interstate
commerce commission for the purpose
of
of having the switching charge
the
$2. HO per car now collected by
Santa Fe,
and
Atchison, Topekn
Southern Pacific and San Pedro, Loa
Angeles and Halt Lake Railway companies at Los Angeles and which totals about half a million dollars annually, declared Invalid and a violation of the federal laws relating to
Interstate commerce.
The complaint stated that similar
switching service Is performed In most
of the cities of the United States without additional charges, naming several
other cities In California and that in
many of there cities firms which nre
In competition with Los Angeles firms
were given the benefit of switching
service without any extra charge
whatever.

COLORED ELK LODGE IN
SESSION AT ST, PAUL
St. Paul, Aug.
24. The national
convention of colored Elks will open
In St. Paul Auditorium tomorrow.
In
connection with the arrival of the
colored delegates, signs reading "H.
and R. Association" today became conspicuous In the windows and door of
many of the lending restaurants and
hotels. It developed that nn agreement had been entered Into some time
ago between the hotel and restaurant
keepers association and the lodge
whereby the association agreed to pay
for the use of the St. Paul Auditorium
for the colored Klks provided the
committee would Instruct v'al-toto keep away from all places that
Were placarded. The proposition wfls
accepted.
rs

Journal Special Leased Wlrel

Indianapolis, ind., Aug. Zi. W. J.
Bryan and party arrived here from
Chicago this evening to participate tomorrow In the gathering at which J.
W. Kern Will be notified formally of
his nomination for the vice presidency
by the democratic parly.
With Mr. Bryan came .Norman B,
Mack, national chalrm.vn; Dr. L. P.
Hall, vice chairman; Urey Woodson,
of Kentucky, national secretary; National Committeeman Roger Sullivan,
of Illinois; Congressman J. T. Lloyd,
of Missouri, chairman of the congressional committee; Mr. Bryan's secretary: John I. Martin, sergeant-at-armand a number of others.
The party was met at the station
by the local committee on reception
and arrangements headed by National
Committeeman Thomas Tuggart and
State Chairman Stokes Jackson, of Indiana, and was taken to the Denlson
h ite I.
Mr. Kern called shortly afterward and was given a hearty greeting.
All day the hotels of the city have
been tilling with Indiana visitors. Sig
Kahn, Indiana member of the notification committee, was one of the llrst
to arrive.
Up to a late hour tonight Theodore
Belli chairman of the notification committee, had not reached here.
The notification ceremonies tomorrow will be held In the Coliseum at
the state fair grounds near the north-err- ,
limits of the cltv. The building
will accommodate IS, 000 people and
overflow meetings will be held If necessary. The doors will be opened at
noon.
Speeches will be made by
Theodore Pell, California, chairman of
the notfllcatiou committee; J. W. Kern.
Thomas B, Marshall, democratic candidate for governor of Indiana, and by
Mr. liryan, who will discuss trusts at
length.
A band concert and an informal
at the hotel followed by a
n
luncheon will be the morning
tomorrow. Mr. ltryan, Mr. Kern,
Chairman Mack and other party b ailers will hold a conference at noon and
the official party will be taken from
the hotel to the Coliseum In automobiles,
the route including I drive
through the city and past the Kern
residence. Following the speeches at
the Coliseum the parly will be entertained at a dinner at the Country club
by Mr. and Mrs. Kern.
met by
An immense crowd was
Mr. Bryan and his party at the station when they left the special car for
the drive to the hotel. The street
were lined with people who cheered
Mr. Bryan as he passed to his hotel
where a crowd was waiting to greet
him. The presidentil candidate went
Later Mr.
direct to his room.
Kern, National Chairman Mack and
other leaders called on him and the
evening was spent in an Informal conference. Mr. Bryan's visit through Indiana from Chicago to this city was
marked by enthusiastic receptions at
every station where the train stopped
He delivered five speeches and shook
hands with a large number of people.
He, was the recipient of many presents
of flowers and fruit. Hammond, ('"dar
Montlcello,
Lake, Renssaler, Monon,
Delphi, Rossville, Frankfort, Kirklin,
Sheriman, Westllest and Cairmell turned out large crowds to greet the demo,
cratlc candidate.
In all his remarks Mr. Bryan expressed confidence In the righteousness of democracy's cause and never
failed to Impress upon his audience
his satisfaction with the Denver platform and to urge them to read It with
care. At Monon, he said:
"I have confidence that our party's
position Is going to appeal to the Judgment and conscience of the public and
In this campaign we are confident In
that events have robbed the republican party of some of its most potent
arguments In the past. For Instance,
if you will remember In 1S96 there
was a great deal said about the panic
and the republican speakers accused
us of having a monopoly on panics. I
need not tell you that within the lási
year the republican party has become
an active competitor with the democratic party on the subject of .panics
and they are no longer able to soy
that they can guurantee Immunity
from panics and yet with the record
of the last forty years which shows
that of the three panics which- came,
two of them came when the republican party was In complete power and
after republican victories and the third
immediately after n republican administration and yet they still have the
presumption to talk panics."
At Frankfort, Mr. Bryan told the
people that he was glad he hud Mr.
Kern for a running mate and he said
he expected the voters of Indiana to
show their appreciation Of the action
of the Denver convention by giving
her electoral vote to "Kern and Mr.
Kern's partner on the mat."
The crowd gave a whoop when Mr.
Bryun, as the train pulled out, snid
that he hoped to be In Washington
on the fourth of Mnrch when Mr. Kern
la Inaugurated as vice president.
On the train Mr. Bryan, Chairman
Mack and his associates were In con- pro-gra-

"The people in the western states
are In a very receptive mood. They
are paying more attention this year to
democratic argument than they have
for a long time past. Our tight is to
win the votes of this receptive element which Is fnvorably inclined toward us. It will be In hard fight and
every democrat must work."

PLAN
GRIEF FOR BLUEJACKETS

MISSIONARIES

New York. Aug. 24. The American
d
sailors of Admiral Sperry's
fleet will not be permitted to
break the hearts of the Japan. s.
geisha girls If the Young Men's Christian association of Japan, the native
Christian-church- es
and the missionaries are able to prevent It. Information from Tokio was received at the
headquarters of the Young Men's
Christian association in this city today
thut the Christian religious Institutions of Japan are circulating petitions among the citizens of Japanese
cities which the men of the American
fleet will visit, prott sting against the
hospitality
old style of Japanese
which ll expected to include introduction to the geisha girls.
The object of the movement is announced to be a oelebratkm more In
keeping with American ideals. It is
said to be desired that a precedent be
established of eliminating geisha girls
from public entertainments in Japan.
round-the-worl-

Kingston. Jamaica, Aug. 24. Cablegrams were received here today
frm New York setting forth that certain American newspapers published
a dispatch purporting to come from
Jamaica and saying in effect that the
people of Jamaica objected to the an
nounced Irmrsnn nf American rnrlnsr-men.
American turf men have been
negotiating for the control of racing
in Jamaica and it Is thought that they
will buy an Interest In the local Jockey club. The reports of this opposition
are incorrect and unfounded, and the
opinion of the public generally in
strongly in favor of a combination between the American race promoters
and the local Joakey club. The proposition made by the club his been
practically accepted by the Americans
and the only thing now necessary Is
the formation of a company. The opposition to this racing proposition
finds expression only In an obscure
and unimportant section of the community.

REPORT ACQUITS

COACHES

New

York

IN

Attorney

Cleared of Charges Filed
Against Him by Metropolitan
Stockholders,
(By Morning Journal Rpeclal oanol Wire.
Albany. Aug. 24. ltlchard L. Land
of Kfiznliethtown, who was appointed
by (iovernor Hughes to take teatimotr)
upon the
and report his findings
charges tiled against District Attorney
William T. Jerome of New York
county by a minority stockholders'
committee of the Metropolitan Street
Railway company, In a report submitted to the governor today finds that
not one of the series of ehnrges is
DVOVed but that all arc disproved upHe recommended
on the evidence.
dismissal of the charges.
JeA request was made for Mr.
1

rome's removal.
"My conviction upon
the whole
case," ays Mr. Land In his report,
"Is Hint Hie respondent has been
shown to have discharged the onerous
duties of his office with m al ami ability, having the public good as his motive, and thut In no capacity. Indifference or neglect In duty has been
shown In any case."
The governor has not yet acted upon the report.

OCEAN LINERS RACE
ACROSS BROAD ATLANTIC
Big Hlilps Keep Close Together From
Shore lo Shore.

New York. Aug. 24. When the
ocean liner Kroonland, from Antwerp
and Dover, parsed In at Sandy Hook
minutes
today she was forty-fiv- e
ahead of the Statendam. from Ratter
.lam. It was a close 3,000 mile race
all the way across. As the Kroonland.
waa leaving the English channel on
August 16 she got a glimpse of the
siatendam's heels. From that moment the Kroonland Increased speed
until ihe gained the lead on the 17th.
The liners never lost sight of each
other from that time until the race
was finished.
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Daring

Highwayman in Yellowstone Park Gets Off With
TROOPS ON TRAIT OF
IMPl DKNT ROAD AGENT
Loot Valued at Many ThousButte, Aug. 24. One highwayman,
ands of Dollars,
wearing a bluck musk, held up and

Her But Few
Before.
Left

--

PASSENGERS, POWERLESS
TO RESIST, YIELD WEALTH
Enterprising

Thief Takes Advantage of Stringent Rule
Against Carrying Guns on
National Reservation,

By Morning .lournnl Special Leased Wire
WjfO., Aug. 24.
Tile most daring stacce
Vyo.. ug. 24.MThe most daring stage

I

holdup In the west in many years occurred today within the boundaries of
the Yellowstone park. The work was
dene by a lone highwayman and the
passengers were absolutely helpless, in
his hands as no guns are permitted In
the park to either driver or tourists.
From the statements of passengers
It l.t estimated
that approximately
Í2 000 In cash was obtained, drafts
worth $10,000 and other paper and
transportation besides a rich haul In
Watches and Jewelry. In all twenty-on- e
coaches left the tipper Ocyser
basin this morning. The highwayman
was encountered about live miles further on nt a lonely point along the
banks of Spring Creek, a tributary of
the Fire Hole river. The creek Is
lined with bushes.
The first lot of
conches numbering seven and following each other closely passed by the
place unharmed
There was a gap
between them and the next lot of eight
following.
As the first of the eight
came along the htahwnymnn stepped
frnfii Ihe bushes a mf ' ordered the
driver to halt. He did not molest the
driver nor any of the drivers following.
On the first scut

sat R. Drew, of
Orlando, Fia., and his stepson, P. H.
Oaskln. Mr. Drew wltft the gun upon
him was ordered
to "hand over"
which he did to the extent of $90.
Young Oaskln was ordered to
nnd hold the man's sack. This
he did at the point of g gun. all along
the eight coaches. F.very driver was
warned not to start his team or he
would be shot. In one of the other
conches Forest Stevens, of Wilkcs-HarrPa., gave a nervous laugh
which seemed to enrage the bandit
ami he was ordered to dismount and
also accompany the highwayman when
he got out. lie started to go around
the rig but was summarily ordered to
come buck nnd got a whack over the
head with the barrel of the rifle for
e,

robbed the passengers of seven stage
park this
coaches In Yellowstone
mof'nlag at I point only a few mtlM
Inn,
distant from the old Faithful
near the upper basin, according to telegraphic advices received this afterThe coached left the hotel In
noon.
the usual order, nt Intervals of a few
minutes, and were held up on,' alter
In
Hie other as fast as they came
eight. The highwayman was stationed
ut a bend In the road, where he Wll
invisible from either direction. At the
point of a rifle he lined up the pas
sengers and after relieving them of
money and valuables allowed them to
enter the stage and resume the Journey. The performance the bandit enacted seven times.
It Is understood from the meager
accounts received of the affair at a
late hour today that he collected In
all considerably more than $1,000.
The fart that tourists In Ihe park
are not permitted to carry weapons
made it Impossible for any of the passengers or drivers tO offer resistance.
The robber was a man about r,.r,
years old, weighing aho.it 140 pounds
He wore a cent and vest of mixed gray
and brown goods and blue overalls.
After holding up the last coach he disappeared into the hills and It wns afterward found that he had made his
escape on a horse belonging to the
transportation companies.
All haste was made back to Old
Faithful Inn nnd the ride In the
coach at full speed to give the
alarm was not the least exciting of
the morning's incident. The soldiers
encamped at the Thumb station were
immediately notified und a messenger
was dispatched to the camp of soldiers
of. the West Uallalln river at the west
boundary of the park. The soldiers
from Fort Yellowstone were on the
road to take up the trull within ten
It
minutes nfter news was received.
Is thought almost certain that
the
bandit is heading for a point between
Hlg Springs nnd Ashton, stntlons on
the Oregon Short
Park branch and north of Idaho
Spring. The direction taken by the
robber is In extremely rough country.
There are a number of settlers nnd forest rangers In the
DPPer and lower basins, nnd If he
continues after reaching the main
road he could not escape observation.
On Hie West Gallatin trail a squad of
soldiers Is pogted near the line.
slx-hor-

.;.

CAMERON

.

NOMINEE

When the Inst of the eight conches
was reached the highwayman remarked' that he had a good mind to shoot
him anyway and did fire a shot ever htf
head. Then both were ordered back
to their rig ami the drivers ordered
to move on. These eight coaches had Flagstaff Man as Dark Horse
scarcely gone when three more came
Is Republicans' Choice at
along and these were gone over In n
like manner. In one of these coaches
Convention at Phoenix,
wns V. L. Walker,
an Oklahoma
banker. He hud $10.000 in drafts In
his pocketbook, end tried to conceal IMuecinl ninpati'h to the Morons; Journal.
this under the seat. The robber saw
Phoenix, Ariz., Aug. 24 Italph H
him and ordered him to bring It for- Cameron, of Flagstaff, was nominated
ward. Mr. 'Walker asked for his by the republican territorial convenbnck but tion here us candidate for delegate In
drafts and transportation
they were contemptuously thrown into congress from Arizona. The choice of
the bushes with the remark from the Cameron cunu- as n surprise to everyrobber thnt he would have done so if one as It was generally believed the
he had not tried to hide his money.
nomination would go to (i, nernl A. J.
The last coach contained four young Sampson, former United Slates minis-
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the interior and Is professedly patrolled and governed by the United
States officers and soldiers, citizens of
the United States have a special claim
for protection and defense in their
peaceable passage through the park oí
transient residence therein.
and
"The undersigned
citlsfns
thereguests of the United Rtjt
fore, respectfully request thf Honorable James A. GarfUdu,' secretary of
the Interior, to make a suitable Investigation of the facts ajet forth above
with a view to ascertaining whether
there has been neglect of duty on the
part Of any guardians of the park;
whether the aggrieved citizens hnve
any 'suitable means of redress and
compensation from the government
and what steps are necessary to InHITCHCOCK FINDS
sure greater safety and defense in the WIFE OF BRITISH GENERAL
ruture In the Yellowstone National
EVERYTHING LOVELY
MURDERED BY THIEVES
park.
"HEN DREW,
(Signed
"President,
Mrs, Luard Found in Pool of Republican Chairman Deeply
CHRISTIAN;
"ft.
"Secreary."
Interested in Vermont ElecBlood by Husband Who Had
;
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ladies.
The highwayman obtained
very little from them but stopped long
enough to appropriate some candy.
In all ahout a hundred and twenty-fiv- e
people were held up though not
nil of these suffered loss. When he
ordered ihe drivers to move on the
bandit stood a few minutes with his
gun pointed towards them nnd then
walked down the road. As qulcklv as
possible nfter a telephone was reached
at Thumb station, word was sent to
the soldiers and a detail started nfter him. The man Is described as nbnut
five feet eight Inches, bluish grey eyes,
bristly grey whiskers and acted either
as a man who was short of breath or
a consumptive. He understood
ns he answered questions asked
him In that language, He had on
bluish-brow- n
overalls, brown shirt,
soft felt hat and carried an automo- mnllc rifle and used smokeless powder.
At n meeting tonight of the victims
held In the Lake hotel, the following resolutions were passed with the
request that they be sent to the Associated Press:
"On the morning of August 24th, In
Yellowstone park on the road between
Old Faithful lnn and Thumb Lake,
severnl conches of the transportation
companies and other vehicles containing men, women and children were
held up and robbed by n highwayman.
These travelers were entirely defenseless, ns, by the rules of the park,
tourists and visitors are not permitted
to enrry weapons of offense or defense.
"They were Insulted, struck, robbed
of money and valuables to the extent
of about 12.100.
"As this reservation has been taken
from the public domain and placed In
spctal charge of, the department of
Ocr-ma-

n

lty Morning

London,

Minutes

(By

Journal Special IruMHl Wire
Aug. 24. The wife of Ma

jor Oeneral charles Edward Luard
was mysteriously murdered this afternoon In a desolate wood near Seven
Daks, which Is a short distance out
side London. No truce of the mur
derer has been found, but the motive
appeals to have been robbery, Valua
ble rings having been taken from the
woman's Angers,
the'
The circumstances surrounding
tragedy are Inexplicable. The general
and bis wife were about to go on a
holiday and the general
suggested
that they walk from their resilience,
nt Ightham Knoll, a short distance to
the gold links to fetch some things
Which they needed from the clubin
house. They started at I o'clock
the afternoon, making a short cut
through a wood belonging to a neighbor which the general had the privilege "' lining
Half way along Mrs.
Luard, becoming tired, decided to allow lo r husband lu proceed alone, she
declaring her Intention to return
homé. The general proceeded to the
clubhouse, an, having collected the
tilings which he went after, returned
to bis residence by another
route,
finding that his wife bad not reached
home he set out in Search of her and
was horrified to Mud her lying face
downward in a pool of blood near the
spot where he had shortly before left
her In the wood. Some of the accounts say that the body was lying on
ihe balcony of a summer house used
for plenks. while other reports say
that It was lying behind the summer
house.
As the general
approaohed
the snot his wlfe'r favorite terrier
rushed to nieot him and Híeií returned,
mounting guard over his dcud mistress.
Mrs. Luard had been shot with a
revolver, one bullet entering the temple and another striking her behind
the enr. From the position of th.
body she had faced her assailant and
he had shot her at close quarters. This
bullet entered Just below the left eye.
The second shot seemingly was Bred
alter the woman fell on her face Her
hand had been pulled back and three
rings wrenched from the lingers. Her
less also was torn from the body.
The summer house is a mile distant
from any dwelling. A farm hand
heard shots In thut direction at about
3: S
or half an hour after Qeaernl
Luard had left his wife.
Mrs. Luard was a tall, handsome
woman about "S years of age. Major
Oeneral Luard is a retired oflloef of
the royal engineers. He entered the
army In 1X57 and was an active oftl- r In London during the Fenian dls- turbunco of 1867. He devised the
scheme for the rearmament of oibrni- tar. He founded the society of miniature rllle clubs in 1901 and the patriotic society In 1907. In 1875 he
married the youngest daughter of
Thomas Hartley of Olllfoot, CumberI

I

land.

SHAH'S MERCENARIES
QUARREL OVER SPOILS
Teheran,

Ang.

24.

Oeneral T.lak.

hoff, general military governor of

tion One Week Hence; Usual
Majority Expected,

n,

hns dismissed the commander
of the third regiment of Cossacks,
Oeneral Kazlmaga, a prominent reactionary leader who distinguished hlm- leir by Ms ruthlessness and zeal nt
the time of the dispersal of the parliament. The dismissal Is said to
have been due to a quarrel arising out
of the distribution of money received
from the grateful monarch. General
Kazlmaga asserted that Oeneral Link
hoff appropriated the lion's share.
The minister of war, who Is Jealous
of the steudllv growing Influence of
Oeneral Llukhoff. Immediately appointed Oeneral Kagtnufa to a high
posi In tin- - troops under his command.
There Is much III will between the
Persian soldiers and the Cossacks because of the favors extended to the
latter, augmented by the Shah's action
In entrusting to Oeneral Liukhoff the
punishment of the Persian regiment
which had been aullty of plundering
nhopkeepers and travelers on the outskirts of the city.

ter to Kcuador.
Cameron was the unanimous choice
after a stubborn caucus which lasted
an hour before the uftcrnoon session
thirty-on- e
of the convention.
The
delegates from Maricopa county were
all that supported Sampson. It Is believed that Cameron win make Attorney Oeneral K. S. Clark his chairman
Caiinron was nominated by District
Attorney Mentón Dick, of Pima county, nnd the nomination was seconded
by every county except Maricopa. W
F. McNuIr, of Cochise county, was permanent chairman and John Dosn, of
Pima county, permanent secretary of
the convention.
Among the men prominently mentioned for the nomination previous to
the convention were Oeneral A. J.
ol
Sampson, of Phoenix:
the Territory Nichols, Attorney (leñera! E. 8. Clark. Colonel L. W. Powell
of Ulsbee; Hon. It K. Morrison and J. OVERTHROW OF CASTRO
mty.
Lorenzo Huhhi II, of Apart)
AIM OF FILIBUSTERS
-

MORMON IMMIGRANTS
Reno, Nev.. Aug. 24. It hns been
DETAINED AT NEW YORK learned rrom private sources
that

Oeneral Haphiiel Ysnbel Mendes. who
Forty iJIrl Convert From F.iiropr May has been In Nevada since his escape
from Venesueln after the battle of
to Former Homos.
He Khlpix-Iji Victoria in 1902, Is organising a fil
Itoston, Aug. 24 The locnl board ibustering expedition to overthrow .the.
With the pro
of Immigration Inspectors held g spe- Castro government.
ceeds of a mining deal the swarthy
cial session today end further Investigated the eases of about 100 Mormon Spaniard started a rampaign for the
women converts who arrived yesterday outfitting of recruits.
Johnny Poe. the famous Princeton
on hoard the steamship Republic. As
a result of today's examination forty football player. Is said to be connectInquiry ed with Mendes In the affair, 'poe
girls were held for further
nnd Margaret and Catherine Roe will went with the general to San Francisbe sent back to their father's In Liv- co but their funds gave out before
they were ready to sail.
I, England
er

Journal Special Leaned Wlrel
Boston, Aug. 24. At the conclusion
of the New Kuglund republican conference today F. H. Hitchcock, chairman of the national committee,
announced that he had found everything
in good shape und the expectations of
lenders are that the usual republican
majorities In New Knglund will be
rolled up this full for the national
Muí-nin-a

ticket.

The conference

here

tmlav
which
Mr. Hitchcock hus held, for the rea.
son that in leas than ten days there
will be uu election In Vermont und
two weeks later the election In Maine
will be held.
The situation In these
states, therefore, was given cloae attention. Mr. Hitchcock urrlved In
Itoston at 11:40 o'clock, accompanied
by Senator Crane, national committeeman for Massachusetts, and Charles
P. Brooker, national
committeeman
from Connecticut,
Artec a conference with a number
of the leaders Individually. Mr Hitchcock attended a luncheon at th Hotel Touralne.
John Hays Hammond, n member of
the advisory committee of the national
committee, wus present. He has undertaken the responsibility or organizing clubs throughout IIImill I'V
slated by snai) Srtllth of Washington,
u. o. .MI. Hammond made a r..,.,,rt
to the effect thut the llCotltf. Ill,, t.l
Ing a lively Interest in this feature of
the campaign.
,
At the opening of the conference
Mr. Illtche-Kcmade a statement outlining theMirganlaaiion that has been
perfectedlln New Yurk nnd Chicago.
He dweltVpon the Interest In the conferences fhnt were held In Colorado
Springs add Chlcnao and snoka ,.f ntfcl
er meetings of a similar chnracter that
are to be held In other sections. He
said that It la his purpose to cover
the entire United States In it,
Iter and get in close toueb arUti
ih
Situation everywhere. The representatives of the different states were In
vited to indulge In general debate of
'Ii- - New England
conditions and In
thla manner many detnlls of local slt- oauons were Drought to the attention
of Mr. Hitchcock.
To a large extent the
leaders will bear the responsibility of
carrying on the campaign, for Mr
Hitchcock's time will be taken almost
entirely In states where iber,. lo
large democratic vote nnd particularly
ne oesnes lo attend II,,. ... j
,.,
i..
the western states.
In talking of the conference
Mr.
Hitchcock said tonlirhi ttinr
many speakers had nlrvmlv
signed to Vermont, where the
first
election will be held, and that others
would be sent there as soon as they
were available. Senator Horah of Idaho will make at b ust six siwwwheM in
the state; Senator Hurrows Is to make
several and Leslie M. Shaw of Iowa.
former secretary of the trensury, will
make one or two addresses. In addi
tion there are a number
of othnr
speakers the national committee ex
pects to assign to that state.
The reports of the state of Vermont
at the conference today express the
oener that the majority for Tafl this
fall will be as large as It was four
years ago for Roosevelt, but sev.ral
of the New Englund leaders regarded
this ns too optimistic a vtew to take.
le
lactionai rueis
In Connect, cut and New
Hampshire,
but the leaders from those states declared at the conference that the national ticket would not be affected In
the least by these locul differences.
Mr. Hitchcock
left Hoaton at 7
o'clock tonight
for Portland.
Me.,
where he will meet the members of
'
the state executive commit!
of r
Governor hiii ,,f Maine
told
Mr.
Hitchcock that the situation Is excellent in his state.
was one of the most important

k

,-

ENGINEER DEAD, SIX
HURT IN TRAIN WRECK
Rugene, Or., Aug ii. As a result
of the wreck of the Cottage Orove
local train near here last night Engi-

neer John Nichols, one of the oldest
engineers In the employ of the South
ern Pacific. a dead from his Injurien.
Nichols' death brings the total number dead due to the accident up to
four, six persons were Injured.
I

lit

IM

HiI

JOHN NICHOLS,
Portland, engineer.
FHANK BOLTER, Portland, fireman.
RAT HWARTÜ, Junction City.
OFOROB BAILBT. Rugene
Among the Inured waa John Francia
Wllbrlght, of Pittsburg, Pa.. who.anf-fere- d
a broken arm and Injured bock.
The engine struck a larga bull
Which had wandered onto the
The engine, tender, baggage,
mull, smoker and one day coach piled
up alongside the track. The engliw
US
turned a complete somersault
neath the boiler was found the lifeless
body of Fireman Holier.
right-of-wa-

y.

THE ALBUQUERQUE
l

04-0-

IT

HARNESS EVENT

today.
h
North
at the bottom, with 1.S80

twenty-fourt-

Carolina

la

point.

01

The wind wan unfavorable today
and blew across the range.
The nine leaders today were: l'nlt-e- d
platea navy. 1,448; Maxsachus : :
1.4410
Pennsylvania.
1.42. I'nl'-State Infantry. 1.425; United State
cavalry. 1.41; Wisconsin. 1.403;
Oklahoinn,
of Columbia. 1.401;
Forty Fast Horses Entered for 1.38.'.; Oregon. 1.384.
Fifty Thousand Dollar AmerBAR ASSOCIATION

lili

REAILLE

STERNBERG

ir

called

MORNING JOURNAL,

dergoing an operation for acute stomach trouble. Mr. Coe formerly published the Denver t Times, was president of the Denver chamber of commerce nnd always active In the affairs
of the city. .Recently he had been operating a large banana plantation In
Hondura, jgr. Coe is survived by a
wife and three children,
,

Uls-trt-

ican Trotting Derby.

DEATH

MEETS THIS MORNING

Noratas J..urnul Mpmlal Lrawd Wlrl
H.Th-gre- a
.MWi.,
Aug.
KMvll
harm no even! of the yar, th.'
Ainfllcan t roí t iiir derby, with a puras,
of $0,004 as an Incentive, will be In M
tonarross n the Rsadvllle track in
I'uiiiK-itiowith the necoml liny of the
grand circuit with condition! which
ihi- - event unique in th' history
Bulk
of horse rai'ing In this country.
harneas horso. mo.st of
f orty-fou- r
them w II known, are entered for ttls
event and will rómpele not upon
liatnll-capof
terms, but upon a
The slowed horses will start
from the t hree o,tiartrs of u mile pott
or a quarter of n mili behind the wire
I By

Seattle. Aug.
Har association

24.

The

Ambassador From Germany
Passes Away While on Vaca-

American

v

ifii

j

,,.

'
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the candidate

today.
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PROCURED AND DEFENDED, '"o model.
...
.i
...u
lui.i fp,'
M
h
how to ubtula MtC&Uk l;:u.V nuuki.
telyrHl
IN AL! COUNTRIES.
Batmen Jirrrtvilh WaiUarmu salts time.
mo'iry : v .'.'. the fulfnl.
Patentand Infringement Practice Exclusively.
WrllM ..r rom to us at
23 NwUi Ctraat, opp UnlUd SUtoi Fitant din,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

nniwlUK
Fruu ... v

Hats-Tim-

itt

foWatOffP

n

matches.

FOLLOWS WIFE TO GRAVt

Fifty

team- - of twelve men each are contesting for the honor and trophy. The PMhei o suicide of Qovernmeni Em
tiring (...lay wits at 2no yard rapid
ptOfe In Washington.
at d slow fire and 600 yard slow (Ire.
Tomorrow the riflemen will shoot at
Wa alnalon, Aug. 21. Dexpondent
the
target clow lire and at over o.
death of his wife lens than
the 200)'urd target on a skirmish
tno tli ugo. Arthur D. Adams, a
run
IiookI id. r In the government bureau
The Mio o luí ...it tenm, which
e. ond place Isst year, wa of er raving nnd printing, formerly
In
In aeeond place t. .night.
New York, of Ral Ijike City, where he s believwin b finished in llrst place in 1903- - ed to lie
prominently conne cted, took
his 01 n life here today. While gradually loMlng connclousnenH,
he
d 10 describe the effect! of the
polao ous fumes of Illuminating gas.
Are said often to ba burled sii feet undei
018 Ihg all the windows of bj room
ground. But nan? timet women call on Adam
turned i the gnu.
tbeir family pltyalclana, suffering, a tbey
At seven o'clock tonight his landImagine, uno from djipe pula, another from
heart dineaM, another from liver or kid- lady detected the odor of escaping ga
ney dlxesM, another from nervous pros-- but v.'hen the door of Adams room
trstlon. another with pain here and there was iiiirsi open n was too late to save
and In this wsy they presetit silks to bis life
or over- He was found laving on his bed with
tlirmtelven snd thslr
busy doctor, fuarste dUeases, lotMvMcfc a pencil gr
d tightly In his hand
,.
he,
be uch, prescribes
unflnUhed note
f"""lnK
sndVt'ons.
they
srs
In reality,
his pills
ymptonuicued by une uterine "''rlbbleil on a pad which be held In
til onli
.
Tlie'TnSsjicIsn.'láporant of tbo nli other hand:
"I nm sinking lower nnd lower
cium of SUfferilil .WW up TH. treatment
from
rring the effects of
until Urae bills sre nniiie. isu-uMv head
patient gets no belle
tbs III bursting. The bvxiallon.
room Is dm, lug be
lin iba bl v UdrSr
wroriK treatment.
fore my eyes, flood lo, what a nen- ItL Tip PtctrcsVH Viuitrl
rtritfsr mtwllrlits
.71
I am
Pres. n id ion. ra t ,1 to the mutt wñúra
atb.n
heinir lifted. The llebl
, ,m
i. th,. i.ght.
ner
.
ui uiiuriiHii su iuu) un .nm i k pyiuiP
.
.
.
Oood-by- s
i
torus, snd Instituting comiort Instead of
()n " ,ahl" w' rp f'mnd thr.-,- unad- prolonged misery. It bas been well Mid,
dressed notes, one of w hich re.iuested
tbat "a disease known Is half cured.
Dr. Pierce's Favorita Prescription la
that a M. Thomas, postmaster .,r Rati
,
scientific inAilr tie, csrefully dev sed by
(.,.
r
: k,
"V"rnor of
an experlsnced snd skillful physician.
'
noim,,l
'"'
death. Adams
adapted
to woman's delicate system.
and
ln another note left nil his
It Is Bade of native American mealclaal
snd Is perfectly harmless In its longings to his sister. Miss Ann..
ITiiy CTHtlUt'ih tiT lht Tlnum
Adams, of 10.'. It street. Salt l,ake
tutu in.
Aáapbw erful Invlgorstlng tonic "Fa-- City. In another note he nsked that
vorite Pre- - pllon- - impsrti strength to his bod be hurled In the family plot
the whole systess and to the organs dls- - where that of his wife now lies. Ad
tllictly is mi nine in particular ror over ams has been morose since the de.th
woro-out,- "
worked,
deblll- - of
his wife on August 3 In Salt Lake
ta ted teachers, milliners, dressmakers, City.
He enme from thnt city several
shop-girlkeepers.
house
seamatreasBS.
years ago and was appointed to the
nursing mothers, and feeble women generally, Ir. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
bureau of engraving and printing by
is the greatest earthly boon, being
Senator Sutherland of Utah.
a an appetizing cordial and restorative tonic.
Konny Men
In iMmver.
As a soothing and strengthening nervHenver.
Aug. 14. The American
ina "Favorite Prescription " Is unrausled
snd It Invaluable In allaying and sub- Presa Humorists aMoelatlon's sixth
MiO-ya-
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Dr. Puree's rteaa st relíete lavijorate
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to take as sandy.
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shsap as ths

her kinds,

UMBER Rio Grande
Phnns

Lumber Co

Comer Id and MarqntU

BUILDERS'

HARDWARE
HERE is only one way to get

T

good hardware in your house,
and that is to select it yourself.
If you leave it to your contract
or, you need not be surprised
if it is not of the best.
The
best costs a little more, but
looks a thousand times better.
When you let the contract for
your house, reserve the right
to select your own hardware,
AND

THEN

INTERVIEW

US.

Wagner Hard ware Co
CENTRAL AND FOURTH

I

es

et

I

VEHICLES
OF
EVERY

Harness We Make IN OUR
SHOP and Fully

Decripition

GUARANTEE

ALL

fa

SADDLERY

:::

THE

SUPPLIES

:::

Our Prices are "as
Low as the Lowest"
J. KORBER & CO. 2 14 N. 2nd St.

Morning Journal
Job Rooms

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

EVERYTHING IN

Printing

DEPOSITORY

Let Us Figure on Your Next
No Matter How Small or How Large

We Will Always Treat You Right

A.

T. & S. F. RAILROAD CO.

REPORT OF CONDITION MAY 14,

THAT'S ALL

lvi

annual convention opened here today
and will be In session throughout the
week. Frank T. H a bright of this city
Is president of the association
An
elaborate program of entertainment
for the visitors has been arranged.
Wednesday night the humorist will
give an entertainment at a local theater for the benefit of the "Bill" Nye
monument fund.

uannfacttirsd al sbj

At

f';r"

s'

la

nsrn mills, from tbs pick, of th baai
body of timber la th southwsat, ao
cording to th report of th govern
merit's experts. A large stock of dn
iprttoa dimension on haad.
Whs not bur th best whsu It l a

RAABE

m

ts

duing nervous eicltablllty, irritability,
uervoua eihaustlon, nervous prostration,
neuralgia, hysteria, spasms, St. Vltus's
dance, and other distressing, nervous
asasuy
upon
foñeUousl and organ Is aissaasni
dkwase of the

Oar lumbar

It's Done

HIGH GRADE CUTLERY

.

1

The Way

1

Nature's Creation

last an herb remedy luis been found for this dreaded while
plague. The greatest discovery of the age. Write for pergonal
statements ami pamphlet.
yilV X ATI 'UK'S CKEATTDN CURES ( OXSl'MPTION.

f
Z
a
ttf Ttttttttttttgagaasja7

Case and Sons Razors and Pocket Knives, Diamond Edge Shears,
Kitchen and Paring Knives, Butcher, Sticking
and Skinning Knives

Tuberculosis now positively cured

DOGTORS MISTAKES

easy-goin-

m

I

RETAIL LUMBER.

AND

""fMf

Jaffa

1:12
If Bryatl Or Taft is elected will
Se. ind. r, 'i furlong -- IHnce won; jit nuke any dlfferenea in the business
Ropai Captive, aeeond; Toñi Hay ward, I you working men engags
in?" he
third
Time 1:07.
asked.
no.li raft Wonj Astori
iniiu. mil"
"Vmi will not know which one wins
l)er. second; UArkle, (bird. Tino-- except as you Me It in the hewapa- pera,
Thing.- - will Ko ahead without
Fourth, mile- - (Jol leii Pearl VOS: I damage III either case,
and the same
aej
t
Efeaatan,
md; Kriz.-tthird. Time abuse will continue. ln one case It
1:42
will be William' and In the other case
Fifth, mil an.l sixteenth - John Me. 'Bill' i id you can
take your choice. PROMINENT DENVER MAN
e
Milieu won Alabama. e. oud;
If evei f man who really believes In
CLAIMED BY DEATH
man. third.
1:61 v
will vote for me this fall
Sixth, mil and quarter- - Trash won; prohibition
I
can carry the electoral vote of thi
Molaaay,
Oolconda.
eoondi
third state
!arl It. oe. Well Known ill West.
id ulnioHt evarv
in th
Time :0H
I Apires in New
York City.
A prohibitionist doe
union
not huve
to bO n total abstainer.
prohl-bltltoThe
NAVY LEADS IN RIFLE
Denver, Aug. 24. Word came from
i
is the man who votes the
tlckOt on election day be- New York that Karl B. Coe, formerly
TOURNAMENT AT PERRY prnhll tlon
cause ,. think the principle is right. prominent In this city and the west
"Th
people believe ln prohibition generally, died there today while un- Camp Perry, n., Aug. 24. The and it s their duty to vote for it."
United Stabs navy team, the
lpoi
winner, was In llit lead tonight at the DESr ONDENT HUSBAND
tlose of the first day's shooting In the

I'nlted States army

AN

WHOLESALE

Glass, Cement, Wall Paper and Rex Flintkote Roofing,
worm
Albuquerque. New Mexicn
Mrcet.

-

Thla declaration by Bugene W. f'ha- tin. prohibition candidate for praal- found hearty approval in the
crowd of working men and others wno

Kmplre City. N. V., Aug. 2 4
race, furlongs- - Ida I , won; Itoeina,
second; Delleratorone, third.
Time""''

DO NOT

I

I

EMPIRE CITY TRACK

joooooooooxxx

I

.

0

Albuquerque Lumber Co

PRICES

ieeiiug Declared on".
tforatag Jearaal Special
uir.i
Mass.. Aug. 24. Walter! lii.v
1
Minneapolis,
am
Aug. 14. "If
It. i'.. y If n a ,,r t,,
nit. c.t..
track at Dover, N V who Is here at- - (looted president of the United States
tending th race, announced tonight I on
third dav of November and
mat owing to la. k of . ulr
th
"f
I
" th(' 4th
ln"uurUd
grand ctrcull race meet advertised for
next we. k In that illy has been de-- 1 March, I will call a special session of
clared off.
congress of the I'nlted States the nexi
"I
dav- after mvj inailiMH ation and ask
RACING RESULTS AT
them to legislate the liquor traffic out
,

'

OUR

Demon Rum,

--

Things to Eat.

THE YOU GET

i

Do vet

Good

GROCERIES

lion feet In the
and the fastest hor--rear, all the horses leaving their
murks ut th aptiqd of a IjIk bell from
l.raetlcally a .standstill.
Instead of
storing side by ltd 4 for the weliouie.
.1 to be tuo large
As the (fold i b. II.
10 send away aj tin Mine time,
the
rart trlH b decided with two roMot
iimry beata with eight horses to qualify for the final, which will be held
late in the afternoon. The heaviest
handieaei horse are Sweet Marie
and Soie. ma (llrl. The condition. are
o hovel as to load drivers and owners to believe that pail performances
are not expected to count In estimating the result.
G
IN WILL
Thi faatWt horses will have large
Heidi through which they must push
thell wa, while the dlHtniii-cair all
in a and the starting unusual
IF ELECTED
There - greatest Interest in thf
raof not only anions the owners and
cliiwrs, but among the general horse-lovln- g
public, and It is believed that
if Ihe race provea a success It may
Will Call Extra Session of ConrovototionlM Hi sport In this country and rn.ik.- It IfntnotHM)!) attractive
gress to Put Final Crimp In
not only fot Norsemen but for
.

WOtnan Killed by Automobile.
Dourdon, France, Aug. 24. An
containing Thomas Lambert
of New York and Henry Sands
of
I'aris today knocked down and killed
a woman in this city. The police exonerated the chaffeur.

SL)PERIQR LUMBtR & MllL

sf Manufacturers of.sasli, Doors, Mouldings, etc.
DEALERS IN I.KMHKIt, DATH AND SHINGLES.
WHOLESALE GLASS.
Under I lie Viaduct.
Albaquerqu, N. J

ORDER EOR

The national commission on uniform laws practically completed it
voirk today. The commlsison i made
up of delegate to the convention and
upon as MM of
their roport Is look'-gr. at interest and importance.
Their
report will Include a draft of n measure covering the law as to certificates
of stocks, a MIDject which has long
been before the commission for conIt
sideration
said to be unlikely
that the commission will frame any
for uniform act
recommendation
inuring partnership and bills of ladta
ing, although the laws relating
those subjects are admittedly in need
of revising.

--

1

Grocery Co.

PLACE

oí

kin-

THE JAFFA

King Alfonso In Kugland.
London, Aug. 24. King Alfonso arrived here this evening. He will proLsassg wire) ceed to the Isle of Wight tomorrow
Hasslal
Msraal
MoniiiiK
lvHeldleberg, Aug. 24. Uaron Speck to join Queen Victoria.
von Strrnhiirg. Qerntan ambassador to
the I'nlted State) died at Hotel Vic- SOUTH DAKOTA TOWNS
toria In this city about midnight. The
WIPED OUT BY FIRE
baron and his wife, who was Mis
Lillian May Lamgham of Louisville,
Aberdeen, S. LV, Aug. 24. Reporta
Ky., has been visiting in Germany
reached hero today, to the effect that
since Muy. The baron came here from
of Lowery and Akaska on
Hamburg last month to consult with the towns
the Minneapolis and BÍ. Louis roads.
a specialist concerning a malady
in Missouri
river extension were destroyHoleft side of his head which he had ed by lire,
the result of n mysterious
leen suffering. The specialist diag- raid by, several
men. A
mounted
nosed the cas ens lupus and declared bank, a general
pool hull
and
state
thai he could not cure It.
were among ine ouiioiiigs oui neii in
The immediate cause of the baron' Lowery. Colonel
Tlolmes, president of
death was congestion of the lungs.
the Dakota National bank of thla city.
Is president of the Lowery bank anil
PRESIDENT SENDS
ConQrrnt the report that the bank was
CONDOLENCE
MESSAGE burned.
Oyster Hay, N, Y.. Aug. 21 When
Later news says that six building
1'r. sldent Rooaevell lcnriieil today of were destroyed at Akaska and several
tile death of Ambassador Sternberg at at Lowery.
The raids were believed
Heidelberg, Germany, he went the fol- to be tile result of recent activity by
lowing message to the Qerutan charge
the authorities in arresting suspected
d'affaires at Heverly Farms. Mass.:
The sheriff of Wal"I am thocked and grieved at thi horse thieve.
We save you money on
county
now at Lowery makworth
is
of tin- death of the ambassador.
was
ing an in "stlgation.
The
tire
II"
as not only my Intimate peryour goods and give the
Bfsl discovered at midnight at Lowsonal friend and one of the most fear- ery
toa.
m.
2:30
at
Akaska
and
al
finest quality always.
less, sincere and loyal men I ever fet,
he tile
Moth are believed to
but also a diplomat of signal abili.. day.
Our goods must be as repwin. served Germany
with
fervent work of the fame band. Citizens of
patriotism and yet who showed such these towns say they saw several
resented or your
intelligent good will for America that Mounted men ride away.
it would lie difficult to overestimate
money back.
A Hoy Swimming,
the vain, of what he did In strengthWlllard Pttpa rrut.v 1 go swimming?
ening niiil bringing closer the Ilea of
Papa Why Willard, only an hour
Your credit as good as your
friendship and good will between th"
ago you complained of a pain in your'
two countries.
cash if you give us satis"I mourn bis loss for my own Hake stomach.
I
Willard That's all right, papa.
and I deeply regr.-- it for the sake of
factory references.
can sw im on my back. - Chicago News.
the people oí the United States.
"THEODl 'UK ROOSEVELT."
You eliminate "grocery
His View.
Passenger
are
Agent
some
Here
trouble" while you
OFFICIAL TEST OF
pie card views along our line of railMAXIM GUN SILENCER road. Would you like them '.'
trade with us.
Patron No, thank you, rode over
DON'T FORGET OUR
Springfield, Mass., Aug. 24. The of- the line une day Inst week and have
ficial test of Hiram I'. Maxim's gun views of my own on li. Exchange,
BAKERY
silencer was made by officer station.t ad Blind.
at the United States armory lien- to"Miranda, I want to ask you to
day. The test, it Is said, proved the
"'
claim of the Inventor. The device was marry me and to tell me
"Oh, Ceorge, this Is so sudden!"
attached to a regular army rifle which
"To tell me what dale you and your
is manufactured
here. The test was
have decided on for our wedmother
sigrange,
relays of
The
made in regular
Grocery Co.
nalers being stationed at intervals. II ding."- Brooklyn Life.
Tiling
Good
to Eat.
was found that while the discharge
"ls that man you just bowed to your
is audible
of tin- unequipped rifle
Mall
Killed
Ram
Ordera
Da; as
n
publisher'.'"
friend.
asked
7.70U yards, with the silencer this disreplied
no,"
"Oh,
struggling
Received.
the
1,500
yards,
was
cut
to
down
tance
further tests were made to determine poet, "that la my Pawnbroker." Chi- UCOXXVX)OCXXXXXOOOOOOOCXXX
whether the siienc. r Interfered with cago News.
jM!
the velocity of the bullet and It
thli interference tVaji
found
that
Try a Morning Journal Want!
light, reducing the velocity no( mor"
(han live or six per cent Mr. Maxim
came from ti is born in Hartl'md to
oversee the trials.

(.invention at the Washington hotel
In this city tomorrow at 10 o'clock
with distinguished jurist and lawyers
from every part of the I'nlted States
Delegates have arrived
in attendance.
fri.tn every direction today, coming In
special train and in several instances
in private cars.
The feature of tomorrow's session
will be the address of President J. If,
Id.

,

25, 1908.

J XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDOCOC

tion Trip to Native Land,

annual

will meet In

TUESDAY, AUGUST

ISM.

m.soi iu i:s.
Imiiis nnd Discounts . . .
Bonds, securities and real catato
Government Bond
Cash on hand and In batiks ...
Cash maonrccs

total

1,1

$1,635,118.67

W, OÓXi.CC

308,000.00
929,433.69

cn.ti

Surplus nuil ITofita
in uiation

i',

AHiunrs.

200,000.00

b,0iM

00,000.00

2,499,796.67

1,237,433.69
$2,962,388.51

total

$2,962,338.11

ri

BASEBALL

.

Won. Lost. P.
.615,'
67
42

Pittsburg..

,66

(

.00
.586
.537

Philadelphia
Cincinnati
Post on

ft

56
4a

44
46
50
57
64

St. Louis

41

70

.St

Brooklyn

4u

c

.307

Lo.-a- .

47

P.C.
.609
.577

4

.652

50
55

.554
.481
.17::
,464

Chicago. ?

63

7

.

.

Won.

Detroit.

67

.

St. Lours
Cleveland.
Chicago

.

.

.

.93
62
63

Philadelphia

.53

Boston

Washington
Niw York

maha.
stoui city

. .

.

4 9

.68

51
58
58
64
79

.

.
Denven.
Lincoln.
Pueblo.
Den Moines

.

...4

.

.

....63

...5

.

.

--

RICKa OF LOTS A HE LOW; TERMS EASY.

...42

toddy by taking

both

K. H, E,
First game
ooo 60S 000 3 10 $
Omaha
I 8 1
000 310 10
.5?1 Pueblo
I'attcries; Hall. Hollenheckk and
.SIC
.512 Lebrandi Qalganu and smith.
It. II. K.
Second game
.4173
200 ioo ooo
Omaha
I k i
."
OOO
4
20 HO"
I 4
Pueblo
Batteries:
Khoades and Honding;
rlonsxa and Mitz.

York Take- - Double-Heade- r.
Pittsburg. Aug 24. New Vork assumed the leadership In the rare for
the National league pennant by tiikl ig
two samen from Pittsburg by scores
of 4 to'l and 5 to 1, In the llrst contest neither side COUM score until the
made
seventh inning, when Pitt.-hur-g
a run. when Wagner got to llrst. and
went to second on an error by Tenney
and scored Oh Abhattichlo's slnj;!'.
Ground rules, making a hit into tint
crowd only good for two bases, k ;'t
Pitt! burg from scoring In the first inning when Wagner knocked wlct
would have been a good three-bai et
with Leach on Brat, Willis weakened
In the eighth, with the result thai
New York got a home run, a trip!",
a single, a base on balls, a double and

Denver

it;

Denver, Aug. 24.
Lincoln today by a

VANQUISHED

3

5

I

1

7

2

McDo-noug- h;

The members of the Morning Journal baseball team who so gently but
firmly wiiied op the earth with
the

Evening Citizen team at Traction park

1

1

ledo
At St. Paul: St. Paul 4; Columbus
2i Cincinnati i.
10.
Philadelphia
CinejmiaU. Aug. .
At Kansas
Kansas city 3;
won today's game by scoring in the
polls 2.
ninth Of Knubc's double, a hit and
long Ify,
Battleship Ncnrhig Completion.
U. H B.
Score
Boston,
Aug. 24.- - The new uutlle-shl- p
5
0
0fl 100

Philadelphia

t'i:

It

from
bunt
or a home plute from a
horsehlde
when It came to playing ball with the
Morning Journal.
That the evening paper didn't lake
things so cheerfully, as shown in tin
attempt last night to bolster Up an
inglorious defeat, Is to be regretted,
whiii it is possible the Morning Journal's Official liur didn't report the
Bcore to the satisfaction of the evening paper, that HI bOI natura!,
ano,
furthermore, it Is such a matter of
emuthat the Morning Journal beats
1I1
Evening Citizen in any game that's
going, that it was hrdly worth while
looting at the score board. The Citl-'icteam objected to the fifteen errors
chalked up against them. Now who
ever beard of the Cltiseti getting. Into
any kind of a contest without mSklni
at least (If teen errors? Fact is, fifteen
errors is a very conservative estimate,
The evening paper's outrageously garbled report of the game Isn't
even
consistent. On the editorial page tin
score s given as 17 to S and on an

Cincinnati
0001
l
.ooo loo 0011
North Dakota Is neatly fifty per
Philadelphia:
Patteries Campbell ami McLean; bant completed according to an anMcyulllen and Dooln.
nouncement made at the For,- River
Shipyards today. It was said that the
completed by
craft woui'd probably
hicugo I: Brooklyn 2.
Chicago, Aug. 24. A grouping or the middle of July, 1910,
four hits and a double steal by Kllng
and Hoffman gave the locals today's
game in the seventh Inning.
I iMtMONOSWI
II. D. H.
Score
I

80

I

4

Tl

.!,

.

oLjk

hia II

At, Louis 3; Bohioii 2.
St. Louis took
St. Louis, Aug. 24.
the final game from Boston by u score
e
hit In the
of I to a, Shaw's

It.

.....002

100

OOO

11. K.
6
2

Ferguson
Batteries:
Raymond ami Ludwlg.

6

3

rz

ROOSEVELT INVITES THE
OLYMPIADS TO OYSTER BAY

I

11

BAHEIiAH BROWNS TAKE
WO GAMES FROM BEDS.
Tin llarelas Browns, a team comboys, deposed of lu and
young
a
feated the Párelas Beds,
'
011
men's team. In tWO games played
Barelas grounds Sunday. The young
Browns Worsted the Beds by the score
of 12 to I in the morning, and then!
I

Mdse.

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Even Break at New York,
d uihle- Me
York. Aug.
header between St. 'Louis and NeW
York was an even break today.
It.
First game

I

24.-Th- e

a

Kg
F..

3
100 210 0004 12
Louie
0
10
100 101 03
New York
Batterlos: Powell ami StS kepi
Chesbro and Klelaow.

St.

;

New Veils and
Veiling

ft

H

a
5

7

f

Hl'ST

2 4.
York, . Aug.
New
Bresldent
Physician and Surgeon
RoOSeveit advised the local committee Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armijo build- Ing, Albuquerque. N. M.
In charge of the reception to the American team of Olympic athletej that DRS. SHADRACH & TULL
Practice Limited
Inwould be glad to have the llleiyhers
F.ye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Sagamore
of the team visit him at
Oculist and Aurlst Tor Santa Fe Coast
Lines. Office State National Bank
Hill. Monday next, August 31. H' also
P. Hiding. Hours:
to 12 a. m.; 1:30
renotified the committee that he had
to 5 p. m.
quested the navy department to arrange for the reception of the conHOMEOPATHS.
tingents of the naval service und maDRS. BRON8ON & BRONSON

rine corps

in

the parade

of

Saturday.

Homeopathic

The telegram
August 28, In this city
Physicians and .Surgeons.
to Secretary McLaughlin of the comDrug Store. Phones; Or
Over
Vann's
mittee was as follows:
residence,
flee
62;
10J. Albuquer"Telegram received. The president
N
que,
M.
has requested the secretary
of the
defeated them again In the afternoon navy to lend out the marines and
DENTISTS.
He win glad11 to 2.
Young Weeks.
brother of bluejackets Sstkrday.
on
ly
Mondav.
see
Please
athletes
B.
the
DR. J
tinKRAFT
pitcher, pitched
Barelas Grays
let me know what hour will be most
Dental Surgeon.
one game for the Browns and O'Ban-DOto
how
for
arrive
them
und
Rocma
Bamett building. Pl.ona
jr pitched the other. Dan Pa- convenient
party.
in
the
"44. Appointments made by mall.
dilla is thinking of taking charge of ninny there will be
(Signed)
the Browns team and placing tlnm
"RUDOLPH FORESTER,
CHAS. A. KLLER
in the iicid with a challenge to any
"Acting Secretnry."
Dentist.
Junior team In the territory,
Room 14 N. T Aimlio Bids.
Journal Want Ads Get Results Uñones se ami 102s. Aibuquerq,
SERIE OP THREE GAMES
11

FOR

j

.New

.Mexico.

CHAMPIONSHIP.
Engagements Made by Mall.
TinBrowns
ami the Oras have
signed up articles 'or
game to be o An advertisement la the Cías-- e 0. E K ELSE Y
rifled Columns of the Morning o
played :i1 Traction park jtegl Sunday.
Dentist
Journal will probably rent
The gssnc win he the
of a series
those vacant room wttinn the
Office; Whiting P.ldg., over Vann's
of three, to be pjayed within the next
hours.
few week' and
which will decide s next twenty-fou- r
Drug Store. Albuquernue, N. M.
which team shall represent Albuiier-uu- e
in the bgseball tournament durASSAYIIIS.
ing the Irrigation
congress,
Both
W.
teams realize that they must play fast PROFESSIONAL
JKNKS
CARDS
ssayer.
ball If they desire to be the oflleial
Duke City team this fall and the game
Mining snd Metallurgical Engineer
fiuS West Fruit avtnue. Postofflce Bos
Sunday will be for blood from start
ATTORNEYS.
to finish.
173. or at office of F. II. Kent,
113 South Third street.
JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney at Law
Acimo Womb
Worker MSSll Iced.
i i:- -.
CIVIL i:
Tills IHMmIi is made from a formula Collections Made. New State National
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Hide.,
Bank
Unit has been tried ami proven (o lie
PITT ROSS
County Surveyor.
the best g producing iiiasli on Iho
R. W. D. BK YAN
Attorney before L. S Land Dep."r'
market. Ii contains all the
Attorney at Law
Ingredients to keep the fowl- - in lay-Inment. Land Scrip for ale. CI If
engineering. Gold avenue, oppo- s
condition mid producing egg- -. I.. Office In First National Bank building
Morning Journal office.
w. i ce. Sua-AS. 1st, Phone
Albuquerque, N. M.
c

H Y

11

t

.ll'

s;

-

i.

KMIMIMIMI

THE ECONOMl ST
ALBUQUERQUE'S EXCLUSIVE DRY OOODS HOUSE
MILLINERY AM) WOMAN'S
PUONE ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY.

KY GOODS,

Integrity.

READY-TO-WEA-

GARMENT
CXOM'SUYKlit.
K'LLED PROMPTLY.

R

MAIL ORDERS

This Mark Stands for

Neckwear
RcOres of new effects in
women's
neckwear luive
beep adi'ri'd to our i'
Within Hie ui- -l HCi'k. II
Is well worUi n
uit to
this section, mere. y lo see
--

!

the display.
MMBISMaSSBSSMSVaMSMBSBaMMSM

I

GREAT

-

MEDLEY

SALE

-

The series of daily sales during the present month have proven to be a great success, and for the coming week THE ECONOMIST affords a double attraction. Clearance of Summer Goods and opening of new arrivals. The last week of our daily
sales will see still greater cuts in all lines of summer goods, and all merchandise offered on soecial sale for any day during
the month of August shall go at the sale price or less during the coming week. There still remains a good assortment to
choose from, and affords the shrewd buyer an opportunity for PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.

Detroit 01 Washington 0.
1M.
Donovan
Aug.
W'ushlngton,
held Washington down to two scar-tere- d
out
Jlls today and Detroit sut very
to 0. Johnson was
the locals
Craweffective with men on bases.
ford stored the only run of the game
hi the sixth on his .dngi snd Cobb's
triple.
H. H
First game
2
mm
0
.(inn
Washington.
Di o
(inn (Mil 0011
Detroit
Patter!: Johnson and Street; Donovan and Schmidt.

Everywhere throughout the store new things for autumn are crowding to the front, and we
safely promise that from this time forward there will be pleasant daily surprises to greet visitors, and all are welcome to enjoy the fascinating unfolding. FEEL AT HOME at any and at
all times

at TH

ECONOMIST.

I

.

1

Cleveland 0; Philadelphia 2.
Philadelphia, Aug. "I.- - Cleveland
won easily by knocking Coombs off
The home
Mie rubber In six Innings.
team fielded poorly.
gestes
ii. it.
2 023 601
10
i
Cleveland
7
'.'
Philadelphia. . .000 200 000
Lltbhardt snd Semis;
Patteries:
Coombs, BvhUUer and Powers.

r

Hell

R-

:'00 000

004

Dattcrles:

II

Final Clearance

WESTERN LEAGUE.
I,,

"4

a act back In

suitHlile for Imiiusllale smt
Inter wear, we lime done so mIHi the
gK'ateet of Stud) nml care. Included
size with the
list' Hats of nnVi-.in- i
Tyrolean crown ami high rolled ide
for mi reel wear, ami the irge mialels
for cSress. Kouielliiug new nery day
lu this department us die season

EXTRA SPECIAL

and I .a vtn Hulls und D risers
handsomeiy made ami liandsouie
llnlshed. in ull color, nuil lu Hie ntrlcs
pri'isiling hlr the season's wear. These
garments oUl for KIS.A0 uud s.ii :o
Tills affords mi excellent opnrtuiill
rOStUlM nl less
lo buy an
ihsn BsaiMpIaeturers' oust.

II E.
a

'd r.
din e
t'rrfclo
the pennant race ,

.

I. lot n

Wood und Crlgct;.

omaha

In arranging our display of new model In Satin. Pell, silk uud Velvet

EXTRA SPECIAL

not 020 0104 7 4
White and W. fulllvan;

Mil Wlox Dnilli'e

Tin ne
Autumn styles in TaLor.
Made Suits and Dresser; urn arching
dally ami eeg'li urn arrival prot aires
an added MMnpllmenl for the test)
display. The rery lalrM nu newAil
offerings In Httlts mid DfesiM. from
hukII to I he
he dlsllmi
are l be fi ii
re modllled
sylc to
at The KroBOMlftl.
suit lha tn"(e and pttlW,

I.

an S; Hosloil

ton.
Boston

Autumn MILLINERY Showing.

e

Borlón. Aug. 24. Chicago marie It
three straight by winning from Boscore
Chleneo

SUITS and DRESSES.

llis

1

I

CARDS.

PHYSICIANS AND STJRGKOHS,
H. L.

PETER SNOUT.
tsimied.)
Subscribed und sworn to before me
this 24th day of August, lnox, by
Peter Snort,
(Signed.)
THOMAS WIC.IilNS.
.Votary Public.
Ah
oinmission expires quietly February ;;i. iHOH.i

.

PROFESSIONAL

ii

JUST

I

000 020 0204
St. l.tuls
oop 020 000 2
New York
Batteries): Wadtrcll and smith;
find Sweeney.
H. H.
Second game

poSed of baseball players, any one or
Whom could make the Chicago W hite
Sox look like amateurs and that he is
going back to the print shop und forget it.

I

TH

2

Smith'

and

other page it Is reported ís to I, If
the Citlxcu hud enough pages the
score bye and bye Would be 48 tu s.
This Is suspicious on tin a face of It
and Indicates clearly tint the Citizen
is still rattled.
The umpire who generously furnishes an affidavit tbaj the Citizen
didn't get licked left the' Held In
inning to borrow a baseball
suit to play in the afternoon and
his knowledge uf the result
of the game lj bused on hearsay pure
hy,
been
Some criticism bus also
board of the umpire's action in culling a hall which was bunted on the
third strike foul and letting the man
but over again. But Ii t thai pass. ,.
wasn't there when the final kibosh
came.
The utterly unscrupnli'us attempt of
the defeated aggregation to make It
appear that they won the game struck
a snag when they went
to Martin
'Ryan after an affidavit. Mr. Ryan
was waited 011 severa! linns hy large
from the
and anxious deputations
evening paper, but wouldn't come
through.
"Still. If It win muke those fellows
fi'cl any better, I don't know
hut
will sign the affidavit," raid
what
Mr. Ryan last night to
a
Morning
Journal representative.
The splendid performance of the
Morning Journal turn has already
brought In a delugS of telegrams from
the managers Of the big leagues who
Bra determined to sign up some of the
star players without delay,
Territory of Now Mexico.
County of Bernalillo - ss of, p,
Peter Snort, heing duly sworn on
his oath, says that he was a member
of the Bvenlng Citizen baseball team
,. !.i'h trie
to pl:ty with the Morning
JuUJUSj U'üjji at Traction parki In the
cit and counts ;n a(prwaid. Sunday
A
D 1'MIS
morning. August 23.
last
'
last as aforesaid; that the Mv'enillg
Citizen team was defeated, walloped,
swatted, crimped and (ted in a knot
by the score of 17 to S; that the Keening Citizen team knows, acknowledge,
admits and asseverates that it doesn't
know any more about baseball than
tomCat do.-- about the book of II.
He further s,is upon oath
that the Morning Journal nam is cojn- -

flj

LINE OF VEILS
AND VEILING

seventh and Charier' single scored the
winning run.

1002

ii

AN ENTIRE NEW

two-bas-

000 100

FHOM ONE TO TWO YEAHS AT 8 PER CENT INTEREST; TITLE PERFECT. WARRANTY DEEDS GIVEN

"

000 200 0002 8 1
Brooklyn
Batteries: Pfelstor, Frasee, overall
and Kling; Wilhelm and Bergen.

Hcoie
Boston
M. Louis

ON NOTE AND MORTGAGE

11

Sunday morning were the pleased
Sioux City 2: Des Moines 0.
gucets at B Dutch lunch given at the
Sioux City, Aug. 24. Wlonx City won A arado last night by the defeated
s
thi'
rond game of the scries from aggregation which was so unwise as
Des Mpluee today, 2 to o.
Pitchers to attempt to play the national gano
Starr and Wltherup engaged in a with the Morning Journal leaguers. A
'pitchers' battle and the fact that the tempting
méttü was discussed and the
latter lost was no fault of his own. '.1 tqtfished gracefully acknowledged
Hi
Iding was almost faultless mi in npproiriatVe speeches
The
that they
both sides.
dl lo t
ow ii foul ball
R

U. H. EC.
Scon
R
2
1
H. :i E Sioux City ....000 200 00
First game
j
Dee Molnoi ...ooo noo ioi(i
'1
4
000 000 100
Pittsburg
Batterlea; stair and Shea; Wltherup
7
4
NW York ....000 000 04
an llcckinger.
Butteries: Willis and tiibson; Wiltse
and Ebfcsnahan.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
R. H. E.
Second ganit
1
6
I
ooo
000 010
Pittsburg
At Milwaukee: Milwaukee lj Louis101 020 200 6 8 1
New York
Cumnitz and ville 5.
Lelfleld.
Batteries:
At Minneapolis: Minneapolis s; ToI'helps; Mathewson and Hrc:'n:ih;:n.

-

ÍHE VICTORS

R, II, i;.

a sacrifice.

100

FEIE

Morning
Baseball
Journal
Team Guests at Function
Llccoln I.
Given by Adversaries WorstDenver won from
batting rally in Mie
ed on Diamond,

seventh.
Scon
000 OOO 21
Denver
100 ooo mm
Lincoln,
Batteries: Pohanncn
and
Jones and Wi igart.

g

000

BALANCE

games of

r.

Nr

Chicago,

CASH;

D

.ill

NATIONAL LEAGUE.

0-

ONE-THIR-

roundhouse

office;

THE BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

President.

JOHN BKCKER,

Won. Lout, P.C

...69

of the A. T. & S. F. Railway

WRITE FOR MAPS AND FRICES, OR OTHER INFORMATIONS

double-heade-

true

i
i

65
71

44
36

i I N

THE

5

f

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The Sunlit fee Hallway Company han here the largest terminal yards on tu system from Chicago to California which with an elegant Harvey Eating House, a commodious depot, mail and exprese
for eighteen stalls; trucks to uivninmodiitv 1.086 cure. The lota offered f:r sale adjoin the depot grounds and Harvey Dating House; streets graded, sldewalka laid out; shade treels. etc. , imm

.434

4:1

'.'H

.

j'

.495

Ijurrhap League.

Cut-Of-

IS THIRTY ONE MILKS SOl'TH OF ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, ON THE MAIN LIVE, OF THE SANTA EE SYSTEM LEADING EAST ANI WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY AND GALVESTON
TO SAN FRANCISCA) AND OLD MEXICO.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS 25X140 FT. WIDE AVENUES AND STREETS
THE BELEN T0WNSITE AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY OWNS THE BELEN TO WNSITE
I all classes. Patent Holler Milla, a Winery, the
Rolen, New Mexico, Ilea lu the valley of the Hlo Grande. It has flncahadc trees and a lieautiful luke. School Houses, Cliiirehes, a Commercial Club, Mercantile Store
Brick Yard, two Lumber Yards, etc, etc, etc.
new Unci Be ion, wllh all modern improvements; restaurants.
ALL FAST LIMITED, EXPRESS, MAIL AND
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR, WHEAT, WINE, BEANS AND HAY 1N CENTRAL NEW MEXICO

m

OF THE TEAMS.

.

25, 1908.

Located on the Belen

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.

National League.
New Turk

MQRNINÜ JOURNAL. TUESDAY, AUGUST

Qi.nnf-prMi- P

GO TO BELEN, NEW MEXICO

MAJOR LEABU E

STANDING

m

$Í19

&

nrray
in a
sin. I'd
ol colors and styles, heavy quality of
Taffcia Silk, with floumv or a,oonl"an
lu this
pteSMed liar.
lot are blai k. blues, reds, checks,
plaids, siripe-- . uimI Persian designs,
112.50
nil) or I hem lieiuir well
s

sM-cla- l

(o

$3.98

f 15.00.

SPECIAL

D

MB MMHBHI1''

(Wn'k

linillug

3,

1ML)

$6.58

ONE OF THE MANY NEW ARRIVALS.

I

THE ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL,

Cleanliness Is Next Thing
To Godliness; Get Next

J. A. Skinner
THIS IS THE WEEK
to order

,

TUESDAY, AUGUST

ROM nbloom. at their home tn
Windsor, Pa., on or ubout November
12 last.
The woman said the 'aui'
Of the murder was that her husband
hail htilt n them.
n
M rs. Bnasiihlonm. who is
IMUi old. and her daughter, who is
slxecen, were arrested this morning at
ttirtr" hoi
here

ander

FRUIT

UNTIL

MONTH

ONE

Ofty-seve-

IHE CONGRESS

FOR

!

Canning
BEST.

IKE

:WEST POINT" CADETS

CONVENES

OUR PRICES ARE THE
LOWEST AND THE
FRUIT THE

UTAH WILL HELP

DISMISSED

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
WANTED High grade mea to fill of- -.
flee, mercantile and technical posi
tions In the southwest, southwestern
Businese Association, 201 E. Central
avenue. Albuquerque, N. M. Phone

10

h.

strlctlv nrlvate. Time: One month to
Iaiia VAnr vivan. ílnnAm tn remain In
Female.
HELP WANTED
your possession. Our rates are reaCall and see us before borWANTED A kitchen gin at 222 sonable.
rowing.
Steamship tickets to and
West Silver.
from all parts of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN COMPANY
WANTED An experienced cook
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
1023 West Cantral.
PRIVATE OFFICE8
Apply
1015
Housekeeper.
WANTED
OPEN EVENINGS
ave.
tf
Forester
S0BH West Central Avenue
WANTED Girl to take care of store.
a25
Apply 121 North Third street.
STORAGE.
help
for
Experienced
WANTED
dressmaking parlors. Room 10, over WANTED Pianos, household goods,
etc., scored and packed safely at
Golden Hule Dry Goods Store. Apply
Phone 640. The
between hours of 10 and 12. mornings. reasonable rates.
Security Warehouse ft Improvement
WANTED Lady teacher tor private Co. Offices, Rooms S and 4, Grant
family of two or three. One com- Block, Third ttreet and Central Ave.
petent to Instruct pupils up tosixth or
I
seventh grade. No health seekers
need apply.
State terms and references. Address Box 91, Willard, N. M.
TRY
WANTED Girl for general housework. Apply Mrs. J. F. Fleischer,
TO MAKE T
519 West Tijeras.
tf

1

Inter-Mounta-

If

you have not tried

Our Delicious
Ice Cream
you should order a
sample at once.
OUT OF TOWN

PROMPTLY

ORDERS

Money to Loan

ON FURNITURE, PIAN08, ORGANS,
LHorses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on Balarles and Warehouse Receipts, as low as $10.00 and as high aa
$160.00. Loans are quickly made and

Rooms.

FOR RENT A nice room with mod
ern conveniences. Inquire 608 W.
Silver, or phone 113.
rent- - Room al 4Z2 Mwnn elu
No sick.
rooms at
FOR RENT Furnished
tf
115 Wett Hunlng avenue.
TWO FINE ROOMS for rent; mod
ern. 608 W- Sliver, Phone 1136.
FOR RENT Two nice large rooms
for light housekeeping. 221 South
tf
Edith street. Phone 1539.
FOR RENT Two nice large rooms,
furnished for light housekeeping,
with gas' range and electric lights;
connected with batK 505 W. Lead
'
a27
ave.
FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms
s20
at 724 South Second street.
FOR RENT Furnished front room.
306 West Coal avenue.
FOR RENT- - A good room in private
square
famlly of four One-ha- lf
Six squares from bus-Ca- ll
from Central
iness center.
tf
Phone 1026.
FOR RENT Large modern furnished
rooms; No Invalids. 505 W. Lead.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
rent reasonable. 207 V, West Gold.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
cellar for light housekeeping. $18
a month. 304 W. Cromwell ave.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
housekeeping. 524 West Central
ave. Inquire at rear.
tf

for

--

-

Washington, D. C, Aug. 4. Adjutant Ocneral Alnsworth of the army Part to Be Played in Irrigation
ARE YOUR WEEDS CUT?
today forwarded letters tn Cadets WilT. Hossell.
Jr.. and Hnrrv T.
Congress by State North of
IS YOUR STORE PAINTED? liam
Weaver, the suspended first class men
Here Will Be Important One,
of the military academy at West Point,
'Informing th m of their dismissal
How About That Front Fence; from the academy in pursuance of
The state of Utah hus succeeded in
from th(' l"'',1,''nt "ml s"''n';
k Thprp cl Hnlp iff YnnriI "r,lrrs
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men suspennco
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gress and the meeting at Albuquerque
academy for hazing, informing them is to he no exception, The Ogden
Yard Raked?
that they had been suspended until Journal, of Ogden, Utah, says:
June l.r). 1909. when they will be orThe state of Utah and every one in
Mr. Citizen- -It
dered to return to the academy unless It lt under obligation to Mr. Fred J.
resign.
Is just exactly thirty-Ar- e
days they shall in tin meant lute
Kleael, of Ogden,
to Mr. Joseph
Oeoghegan
Mr. Thomas F. Cutler
and
until the Sixteenth National Irrigation
Diarrhoea Cured.
of this city, says the
c. mgress and In tema Clonal exposition
"My father had for years been trouRepublican, for the energy they disbled with diarrhoea, and tried every play in making preparation for the
meets In this city.
means possible to effect a cure, with- next fission of the Irrigation conJust a trifle over a month.
out avail." writes John H. Zirkle of grí ss.
It Is a mighty short time.
riilllppi, W. Va. "He saw ChamberUtah's part in the meeting to be
CASH
The Irrigation congrcjM and exposi lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Held
at Albuquerque Is a very imtion is going to made or break Albu-- 1 Remedy advertised in the Phillppl Ro- - portant one. It Is not alone that tie
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FQR SALE
Real Estate.
querque. It rests with you.
publlcan and decided to try it. The congress will help this state, but that WA NTE D Experienced stenographer
The Impressions registered on the result Is one bottle cured him and he this state will probably be the life of
position:
Two cottages, corner of
dealros
bookkeeper
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SALE
and
minds of th' thousands of visitors to has not suffered with the disease for th congress) And that Is far too im- ten years general office work; familTHESE SMALL
Third and Mountain Road. $2,000.
this city will mean the future of
Before taking this portant an enterprise to be neglected. iar with all branches including credeighteen
months.
FOR SALE A snap for quick sale.
rque.
No better .scheme can be devised its; best of references. Write or wire.
ADS.
remedy he was a constant sufferer. He
$1500.00 will buy a g room and
It Is l chance such as comes to a
than that chosen by Mr. KleSCl. He Want position by September 1st or
Is now sound and well, and although
bath
modern frame cottage close In.
city the size of Albuquerque once In
sixty years old, can do as much work end others will raise the money need-- i sooner.
About $750.00 will handle this. AdJ. D. Corlcy, care Western
a century.
ii for Utah's exhibit at Albuquerque,
Sold by all drugdress Owner, P. O. Box 153.
Newspaper Union, Oklahoma City,
If
It rests with the citizens whether as a young man."
and wili eiect the state to reimburse Oklahoma.
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si
21icresorg"oodlañd,
FOR8ALE
Albuquerque is to be a I v rtised after gists.
,i(
the legisthem it thv next session
near main ditch, 4 miles north of city;
the congress, in every COITier of the
Miscellaneous.
FOR SALE
lature. That will hardly he denied. If LADY WISHES TO TEACH In a priI'niteil States as a clean, bright, at
vate family. English, music, draw- FOR BALE All kinds of house hold must be sold quickly. A. Fleischer,
th' re were public money now available
212
tractive, hustling i hospitable city, ROOMS
Salary
South Second street.
for that r.se, he gua a e', e a ml the ing, painting, elocution, etc.
Futrelle Furniture
furniture.
-or
by
tf FOR SA LE Í 2 0 acres of land ad- of viaduct.
citizens would not reasonable. No objection to a ranch.
contribution
end
A ragged lOOMBfj Western town with
Excellent references on request Ad- FOR SALE A good and gentle
need lie made.
joining Pecos River forest reserve;
streets, unsightly corner
Every year tin1 Irrigation congress dress Miss Grace LeMin, Tullarosn,
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unkempt
I
grows m re Impel ail t
It becomes N. M.
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part under cultivation; cheap If taken
ieie es. ugly billboards and a general
mine helpfgl lo Ho' arid region. It WANTED By young married Inly, FOR SALE Household goods of before October 1st. Address P. O.
air of slovenliness?.
adds more and more to the producposilion as housemaid In small Cathevery description at 200 S. Broad Box No. 218.
It la a crisis in the life of this city
tivity of the nation. People In the olic family. Have no objection to way.
evto
$100 TODAY
and one that means everything
east iio not know the immensity of one or two children. S. E. G., care of KOR SALE Canary biros, chickens, WOULD YOU GTVB
ery citizen.
B'OR $1,000 A YEAR FROM NOW?
the problem friends of Irrigation are Journal.
tf genuine Belgian hares. 710 Roma. If we permitted you to pay a little
Albuquerque is not ready to receive
olvtng -- important to all the nation.
ten thousand visitors .it present.
as stoic manager, FOlt SALE- - A brand new protecto-grap- h down and a little monthly, would you
(heir
is drawn toward WANTED--Positi- on
Ar
attention
A
little drive over the city show,
bookkeeper or salesman. Much exof the kind recently repre do il, in one of the best guaranteed
it, they will be more and more willing
weeds in every street outside of the
from renl estate 8 per cent dividend investgovernment aid lie loaned to the perience and best of references. Ad- sented here In the city. Taken
that
for services, ments? Only a few hundred dollars
business portion and quite a few PARDEE OF CALIFORNIA
a27 the ugent In exchange
of the water supply of the dress A., care Journal.
utilization
the Intention of selling It. Will needed to give you a comfortable Inthere, There are cerner lots piled up
country, and its use in irrigating the WANTED Situation as cook or wait- with
be sold much under price. Call at
with Imixcs and barrels and debris.
come. Best of bank reference. WRITE
WILL MAKE ADDRESS desert.
er in public or private place. Ad- the Journal office.
There are unsightly, broken front
TODAY:
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
This state must make the best fruit dress "Japanese,1 care Journal.
force
heavy
Gould
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exhibit, as It has done in the past.
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young
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nails Would make neat and attractive Col. Mossman Sends
Check Utah must show tin' wheat fl"l the
Bldg., Portland. Oregon.
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There ale lilts of waste paper and tin
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fork
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Steel
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A
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to
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work.
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bridle. Good as new.
residences. There Is long grass grow
tion of the union must be shown what references and further information, stock saddle and
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horses, buggy, set single and
ing in the very center of pome of the
Waterways Association to Irrigation will. do. And hi twenty call at Lcarnnrd and Llndemann's P. O. Box 173, or d09 West Fruit well,
double harness. and iqq, fowls. Wall
avenue, city.
streets.
There are great ugly
years there will not be a section of Music store, West (Sold avenue.
under ditch. 3 miles of city. Wise
with glaring advertisements',
Make Speech,
Irrigable land that will command less
FOR SALE Poland china pigs. John & Son, Real Estate and Rental Agents,
often hall torn off, defacing the landa25 201 East Central.
Mann.
.
than a hundre, dollars an acre.
scape.
every
movement
help
one
in
the
Let
SALE New 4 room cottage for
Full
price.
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regular
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Half
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were
roit
FOR
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mis
There are many store fronts Which
$1100.
town for th!
to make this the blggeal factor in the VVANTTTlTlia
Porterflcld Co., 216 West
course of Dr. Rosenthal's lessons In
A I yesterday by W. A. Bayer, assistant
are badly In need of repainting.
autumn's success at Albuquerque.
best Health and Accident Insurance Spanish language. Phone Method of Gold.
a25
few of the merchants
and business I aacretary 0f the board of control of
company operating In this territory. International College of Languages. FOR SALE One of the best built
nu n have commenced the work of
I
(.overnoi
houses In the city. "Steam heat."
SCIENCE (SCORES AGAIN.
Good commission, references required. Apply to I. N. Woodman, M. D., Taos,
renovating the fronts of their placea of.:the rrnr.it on eoimress for
Good location.
Porterfleld Co., 216
Box
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P.
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N.
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ana
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Kiiiiiev
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business.
West Gold.
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FOR SALE Some good ranches.
Dandruff Germ Discovered.
tile week of the exposition In this
Ing .so who are not.
mules.
Can
Kentucky
Missouri and
Co., 216 West Gold.
a25
Finally the scientific student has
This picture should not be under- city. Booms were also engaged for
be seen for the next ten days at Hunstood lo be representative of the en- Dr. George c Pardee of Oakland, j discovered a certain remedy for dan- WANTED BOARDERS Rates rea- ters Wagon Yard, 200 N. Broadway. FOR SALE Building lots In different
parts of Highlands. Apply Mrs.
tire city. Many streets are as neat Cal., who has accepted the Invitation lt'Mu. When It first became known
sonable, nice moms, excellent lo802 Kent ave.
si
as a pin. with well trimmed hedges, to attend the congress and who will that dandruff Is the result of a germ cation, no sick people. 616 West Coal. FOR SALE 1,000 lbs. choice pears
and plums, wholesale price. Not
weeds cut, trash raked up and every make an address on the subject tif or parasne mai uigs iuw me sc.wp .mo SANITORIUm!
Rosedalo PlaceTTocat-e- d less than 25 lbs. A. It. Robinson, Old
leaps the vitality of hair at the root.
thing spotless.
"Our Battle only Half Won
on Lockhart ranch, near Indian Albuquerque.
FOR RENT DweJIings.
bi- West of Fair Grounds.
In innumerable rases the work of
COL Burton S. Mossman of Kansas causing falling hair and baldness,
school. Under management of grada28 FOR RENT New
BUCh a public --Spirited citizen is ren-- j
three room cot'lty, formerly captain Of the Arizona ologists set to work to discover sonn uate nurses. Ratei reasonable. Mlas-e- s Phone 1158.
tage, furnished for housekeeping.
dend of no avail because bis neigh-- Hangers, has mailed Secretary H. E. preparation that will kill the germ.
Moorman and Bartlctt. phone 1176. FOR SALE Box camera cheap. Adhot's place Is dirty and III kept.
dress M. C, Box 384, Albuquerque. 1022 South Walter street.
tf
check for After a year's labor in one laboratory, WANTED
BOARDERS
Twltchell of the board
Private
Now a very little work and it very $100. his prize for the best collective the dandruff germ destroyer was disFOR SALE Span of Inrge mules. F. FOR RENT 2, 3, 4 and
house. 1002 South Edith.
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evlittle expenditure on the part of
II. Kent, 112 South Thlrdstreetj
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exhibit of forage planta grown upon covered; and it Is now embodied In
ery citizen will make Albuquerque a single irrigated farm. Colonel Moss- Neuhro's Herpicide. It prevents bald- WANTED Boarders. Good board and FOR SALE Aermotor windmill In W. V. Futrelle. 500 S. Seecond.
tf
room.
Very
113
reasonable.
North
It will take'
look like another city.
good order. Address P. O. Box188. FOR RENT Five and seven room
man is at present on his ranch at Le ness, stops falling hair and speedily Sixth street.
3
LE
Just a few dollars and just a law Beau, Cheyenne River reservation, eradicates
FÍiR-SA"Destroy the
Jersey
d
dandruff.
modern cottages, cIobc In. Paul
A
hours.
Hugh Trotter, 802 North Teutsch, 3 and 4, Grand Building, tf
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South Dakota, where he owns a large cause, you remove the effect." Sold
Isn't it worth the trouble'.'
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pasture land. by h ading druggists. Send 10c In
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house
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secretar;
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apartments in Highlands. Three to
the work. The City has its hands full.
FOR RENT 3 room furnished house.
$100. B, H. Brlggs and Co., special five
a111 address the Irrigation
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"Natural
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month
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short
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ed apartment, gas and' coal ranges,
tf logues free. Charles I'assow & Sons,
talk will he a sort of summary of his Pinning Mill.
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Lloyl
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P. O. Box 1084, Daliaaj Texas.
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reputation
of
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COM for the
Hunsaker, 20,1 West Gold.
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natWANTED.
soils,
to
pertaining
of
bureau
the
,
huquerquc In the eyes of the world;
FOR RENT4 room furnished eot- NOTICES.
LEGAL
with the
SODA FOUNTAINS
d enough to ural movement of water,
If you are
tage, Leckhart ranch and 2 rooms
WANTED To buy men'a secondsee that the public interest la your principle under which, in the arid rehand clothes of all klnda In good WE HAVE several bargains to offer furnished for light housekeeping, 406
NOTICE.
gions, etortn waters tend rather to
shape. Highest prlcea paid In cash.
Interest, don't waste a single day.
West Lead avenue. Telephone
In both new and second-han- d
soda or call or address Leckhart ranch. 712.
'gather In sheets than in streams. This
SetiJ postal. We will call. H. Frank,
The lime Is alarmingly short.
Bond Tus Now Due.
121 Norlh Third street, phone 882.
fountains for Immediate shipment. FOR RENT One 6 room
Is a principle of great economic
GET BUSY.
and batn
Write or
The law requires 6Very able bodied WANTED- - A dentist or doctor
to Easy monthly payments.
as effecting railways, ditches
cottage with cellar, apt water heat.
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proposition
man,
of
our
between
attractive
phone
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of
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share
suite
three
and othef eflglni erlng works. Dr.
gas In kitchen, modern and comfortaWOMAN ADMITS MURDER
Elegantly furnished. The Grosman company, Dallas, Texas. ble. Two ulg room
IfoQee says: "In the same connection and sixty years', to annually pay a trally located.
bifj bath terraces,
Apply
Rent
General
In
reasonable.
or,
lieu
OF BRUTAL HUSBAND
might briefly discuss aggregate pre- road tax of three dollar
new and modern, hot water hea
áa
Morning Journal.
Practitioner,
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cipitation in that portion of our ter- of such sum, to lab.ir on the public
range In ki' nen. Inquire of A. W.
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New
In
land
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Meneo
daya.
Sec.
trade
rond
three
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Anson, 823 North Fourth street.
Baltimore. Aug. 24. According to ritory lying west of the
tf
of 100 to 50,000 acres. State county FOR ÍIÉWT
Acts of the 37th LeKlltlve Assembly.
For hall purposes, In tha
the authorities of this city, Mrs. Bon- meridian with an analysis of Its natnew Futridle building, West End
No. and price per acre. Address N. 11.,
supervisor
of
Road
The
District
In
evaporation,
ural
distribution
Morning Jorrnal, Albuquerque, Viaduct, rooms 60 and 68.
her daughter,
nie Bosenbloom and
3, Comprising
Precincts Nos. 12 and care
ground water, etc."
N. M.
Ea. i onf. '.sei today IhHt the Imdy Stream run-of26, which precincts Include the City
found In the trunk at Belle Mauer
in Real
of Albuquerque, accepts
the office WA NT ED For spot cash. Horse or
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1!. M
pony suitable for buggy.
near Camden, on August 16, was that FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES
coinpenhatioti and Is devoting
without
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FOR SALE OR TRADE A good
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office
end
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he
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the
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Alex'
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was
killed
the
that he
stationed at Washington. that proper use be made of the road
tleman's or lady's ticket lo Los An Morning Journal.
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who win attend the National irrigah. J. A.
fund and that wo have good ronds. geles op or before t wenty-nlroom. modern brick,
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tion congress and International Expo-iiiolarge rooms. Fourth ward.
The character of roads to be built B.i care Journal.
L. E. FOLDS
Albuquerque, September !9Oo and the line of work are determined
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tuber 10, will travel hy special Pull- by the 'loud Roads Association.
car line; easy terms.
InsurRenting,
WANTED
Real
Estate,
Partner
rtman cars, to be provided by the
Mr. S. M. Porterflehl Is authorised
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cottage
parlnteat of .state
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ance and Loans.
by Say of Chicago, where their
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cars and for tho convenience of tha publl?
adobe, cement tinten; 50 ft lot
duct a dining room in connection
R. Broadway.
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will mak calls when he cun do so or with Mrs. Wilcox's new, up to date
$30005 room brick eotlage, mod
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Ial payment cin be madr at Pnrterflold rooming house. 309
West Central.
em. extra nice;' cloae In.
j train
Phone 600
Thl II be guests of the de- - and Co., 216 West Gold avenue. The
$2300
frame with bath
Pertmenl of stMte on the trip, and, af- law will be strictly enforced.
good outbuilding; lot 76 h
FOUND
ter the congress and exposition, they
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W. II. G1LLENWATER,
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probably artU Journey to the Grand
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SOI
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4
Canyon and to other attractions of the
$2600 New
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Mr,
Stewb
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first
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concrete foundation, eel
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Department of the Interior, U. S.
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newly
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and
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4 mom brb-cottage
ahoe? Do you and arbattVO there 'r of curiosity or Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
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for light housekeeping.
LOST
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know of any pleasure In the mountain west, Secreasonable.
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line.
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who,
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ver avenue, a gold bracelet, mongood?.
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School
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Finder return to
line.
the ahoe all andan! clly of s..ut , ft, government Application, No. 10406 (0609) for lot
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Europe
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93
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E

Wall Street.

New York. Aug. 24. Discussion in
the (irumclal district today had to do
mainly with last Saturday's sensational

United States 3'8 advanced
per cent on call.

000.

104

Amer. Sugar Refng
Amer. Tobacco pfd
Amer. Woolen
Anaconda Mining
Atchison
do pfd
Atlantic Coast Line
Baltimore and Ohio
do pfd
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
do pfd
Central oí NT. J
Chesapeake and Ohio
Chicago Great Western
Chicago und Northwestern
C. M. and St. P
C., C. C. and St. L
Colorado Fuel and Iron
Colorado and Southern
do 1st pfd
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Consolidated Gas
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Delaware and Hudson
Denver and Rio Grande
do pfd
Distillers' Securities
Erie
do 1st pfd
do 2nd pfd
General Electric
Great Northern pfd
Great Northern ore ctfs
Illinois Centra

134
93

BOSTON

2SV4

46 H
87 ft
94
90
93
96
5114
173
28
96 M
193 ft 196
40 ft
814
158

Money-- Call
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4Vi
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New Way of Getting New Business

NEW SYSTEM
ADVERTISING

A

so

34
215
126
13:'
124
140
157
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One of the Important Duties of Physicians and
the
of the World
Well-inform- ed

is to learn as to the relativo standing and reliability of the leading manufacturers of medicinal agents, as the most eminent physicians arc the most careful as to
the uniform quality and terfect purity of remedies prescribed by them, and it is well
generally that the California Fig Syrup
known to physicians and the
Co., by reason of its correct methods and perfect equipment and the ethicaj character of
its product has attained to the high standing in scientific and commercial circles which
is accorded to successful and reliable houses only, and, therefore, that the name of the
Company has become a guarantee ot the excellence of its remedy.
Well-informe-

d

TRUTH AND QUALITY

MRS. M. E. N0RRIS,
PIPE-CLEANIN-

Well-Informe-

d

Well-Informe-

d

Well-informe-

Fs

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Louisville, Ky,

San Francisco, Cal.
U S. A.
London, England.

New York, N. Y.

110 East Coal Avenue.

G.

Cleaning and

ED. F0URNELLE

Carpenter and Builder
Jobbing Promptly Attended To
Shop Cor. Fourth and Copper.

Pressing

particular trade ofthe city.

and repairing Is one of our specialties.
Making elbows and joints Is another.
In
Wo are- expert Plumbers
all
branches and are noted for doing
good work thoroughly, in a reasonable
tlmv. for a reasonable price. We use
only the best materials and employ
We
only the most reliable help.
vhould be pleaaed If you will favor us
with you. next plumbing Job. Tou
won't regret It.

cash grain. The close was easy at
c.
to
losses of
Buying of provisions by local pack
. I
,1 ,
It
,1.
i'im mi mi un un' i' i in ni imym the
weakness or gram The market closed
firm with prices unchanged to 15c
higher.

tun

The Metals.
New York, Auk. 24. Copper was
unchanged In the London market wltn

1i

at

13.62.

Lead wns Is,
13,

7s, 6d.

W. L.Trimble & Co.
Uvcry, Feed and Sale Stables. First-clar- o
Turnouts at reasonable rates.
N. Second St,
Telephone 3- -

equipment is better than ever, and we promise to please.

CONSOLIDATED

New Mexico Cleaning

WINES,

J. A. GARDNER, Prop.

319 West Gold.

Phone

1

Wlih Ample Menu

was dull and urn

4.62.

lower in Knglan I
Locally the market
banned at $4.57 í)

Spelter was unchanged
London. Locally the
lull and unchanged at
liar silver 51 c; Mexican

fid In

at 19, 2s.
market was
$4.65 W 4.70
dollars 45c.

evervthlni In oar lint. WrtL
fnr Illuatratad Catalogue sad Prlaa Uat
laau.d to daalars only.
Talaphnna Ill
CORNER FIRST ST. AND CXJPPBB AV

DRS. COPP & PETTIT

143

DENTISTS.
Room 12 N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Phone 547.

and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Idling

9

DRUGGISTS
rrnprleuira at
)
MararMo Pharmacy, fnr linlé
lllfhliina Pbariiury. Cor. Kai Oaatral
Brondwny.

PRESCRIPTIONS?
WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY
WEOT CKNTRAL AVENTE.

MEAT MARKET
t Fresh nnd Salt Meats
Steam Sausage i'aetorjr.
KM II. KS.KINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street

All Kinds

!

TKIJ:PnONK

TM

Fire insurant . Secretary Mutant
PlwBe ttft.
Building Asm. elation.

ALBUQUERQUE FOUNDRY AND MACHINE WORKS
R. P. Hall, Proprietor.
Ristablished 188J.

New l'ork Cotton.
New York, Aug. 24. Cotton futures
opened easy, unchanged on August,
to 14 points lower and
but generally
closed at a net decline ot Q b points.

ftel

21714

ruin.

I

Avenue.

Thos.F. Keleher

Iron and Hrass Castings, Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars, Pulleya, Orstee,
Bars, Babbitt V' tal, Columns and Iron Fronts for nu'.ldlnga.
Repalrj on M!nln and Milling Machinery oar Specialty.
Foundry Kast Side ol Kuilroiul Track.
Albuquerque New Mexico

1

LEATHER AND KINPINÍJ8
HARM ss, SMHMiKS, PAINTS, ETC

408 West Central Ave.

MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY

SALtS

New York, Aug. 24. A special committee of five members of the stock
exchange will conduct an Investigation of the transactions which took
place on the floor of the exchange
Saturday when more than a million
shares were bought and sold In enor
mous blocks and III such u manner us
to arouse suspicion that the sales wi re
M mulched as to case a fictitious Impression of activity. The governing

committee of the exchange took up
the matter after trading had closed
today und in a brief session authorized the president of the exchange. It.
1J. Thomas? to appoint the Investigating committee.
George H. Kly, secretary of the exchange, suld It wus the Itnentton of
the governors to have a thorough Investigation at mice. The members of
the Investigation committee probably
tomorrow. The
will be announced
great volume of the trading during
the two hours session of the stock
market on Saturday Is shown by comparison with that of today. The number of shures sold Saturday was 1,090,-00- 0
while In the five hours of trading today 3S7,000 shares were traded

The belief thut Saturday's sales
were Manipulative h.ol Its origin in
the fact that uñaren were bought and
sold in tremendous blocks without
greatly affecting the market prices,
but the real purpose underlying the
sales lias not been ascertained, If it
be ulterior, us suspected by the brokers. Home of the more conservativo
members refused to uccept the orders
when they ice. nne convinced that the
tales were "inalchid," an order to se
a given block oí stock being followed
by an order to buy given through a
different broker.
Homu of the smaller brokers who
trade on floor lor the other members
of the exchange, accepting a reduced
munis:. I.in of $2 for every hundred
shareu bought or sold, were reported
today to have given the names of
three of four firms .is having doen
practically all of Saturday's buslncMi.
Through them the commltteo may he
able to trine the sourco of the alleged simultaneous order to soli and
buy. A single firm wus roportod to
hnvo handled transaction
umountlng
to G00.000 shares ho gn at u business
thut its sheet did not reach tho exchange clearing house until Sunday
morning.
The nmin question before the Investigating committee will bo tho Iden
tity of the prime mover In Saturday's
extraordinary murket. If It Ik found
Mhut the orders were matched suvere
discipline may bo applied as it is a violation of the rules of foe exchange.

VENICE OF AMERICA
In the World,
Pishing, Dancing dally, free i oncerta, etc.
Villa' and Bungalows clean, cool
and complete, $ 1 7.&0 to $35.00 per
Apply Villa Office. Venice,
month.
I
California.

Finest Beach Resort
,

ALBUQUERQUE,
NEW MEXICO
Capital nd Surplus, $100.000.00

BRthlng,

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

w. .jr. pattersojV
L

Ill'SlS

I

West

B It V

A N I)

R I) I

II O

Silier Avenue.

Telephone 57.

;
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s
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Albuquerque, New Mexico

A B L K

Pio.iii.it,--

WM.

oBii.EH

FARR

COMPANY

Wholesale and Retail
"HKSII

l

SALT KM Alt

AM

a Bpaoinltr
For Cattle and Hogs the Biggest Hal
xet Prices Is Paid,

6ATEMAN TELLS OF

enanas

GROSS,

KELLY & COMPANY

Wholesale Merchants
Wool, Hldew and Pel ta

CONDIIOS

a Specialty.
MHfTQ('KRQtTK
I.AS VEGA

IN

SANTA

THE ISLANDS
Interesting

Address at

Moun-taina-

Ft

TIME TABLE.

ir

Chautauqua Assembly; Temperance Day Próves

Pl,i: AslNt; RATABLE
many people speak of our perfect
(Effective Ame 17. looe.)
brand thst they often overlook the
Felicitous Occasion,
Frnn I tin Itaat
Arrisa IHptri
other excellent products of our hake-shoNo. I.Houtharn del. Ihpraaa.
7:41 p 1:10 j
In addition to standard, full No.
I. California Limited
ll:lp 1 DO
Uottntalnalr, N. m.. Aug. M.Xbs weight loaves of fine bread, wo sup No 7. North. Cal. Fast Mall.. 14:11 p It I
your No. I. Kl P. a Max. CHjr Kap. .11:41 S 11:1 a
evening; at Aucust 2i wih given over ply nicest iiiuniles to pienso
th Waal
gdeets
you.
satisfy
sad
or No.From
to
Cakes
to Chaplain Bsteman, of Kort Bayard!
I Ma I II a
I,
Faat Mall
dor If you want them, or you can so Nn. 4. iXilraio
p
Limited
Chlcaao
I;ip
for hln very IntcrcHtitiK lecture on the
i
lly
No. I. Chi. A Kan.
Kip.. 1:4 p 7:10 p
led good ones from our stock.
Philippine. This newly acquired terTarna Valle? Traía
ritory g always Interesting to AmeriNo. 11, Amarillo, Koawall and
Carlahad
fiMa
cans mid especially bo when handled
Nn. tl. Prim Carlahad, Boia-alby such a mu it as Chaplain BntemBRi
and Amarillo
II 40 p
who known whereof he spenkii by acPraia the Santa
207 SOUTH I'lltST STRKKT.
No. IS, Chi.. Dee. A g, C. Br .l lta
tual experience. By the exhibition of
No. 10 oonnaeta
I l.umy with braaob Iran,
maps of the Philippines he naide, elssr
for Santa Fa and aiopa at all loeaj pótala la
to bin large iMidience, why the
Naw Maalco.
T. SL PURDT, Asaal.
Hong "Victorians Conflict"
HtiiteK should thfl Uli the white
(lhaiitauiiia f'horu
man's burden and bear It through to Klute Solo "Italian Romance"
the end.
Prof. Joseph A. Alter
UAnilltlBflllffiFREIICHFailU
The violin nnd flute duel by ProfesAiblresH "White Ribbon Versu.s the
sors Joseph A. Alfor'und otto Uebell
Mrs. S. f. Nutler
Hluck Bottla"
was splendid In performance and they (President W. C. T. U. for New MexÁ Win, Cl Til. lot or
t Kurya w M Ml .fin.
were repeatedly enrrli'cd.
s,.. i,m.u.
ico).
uowinrsit.
intr
Sunday, August i'i, wan temperance
, rial, to k
f,
fe,
tm
in
i.,i
llrsf ' complimented
Mrs.
Nutter
aanRiltnd, mpm frm. !ti crautMaMa mi
dny, Hev. W. W. Havens, trirrltorlsl
Mnuntalniilr on being the first city In
superintendent
of the
uaaTtoMr.icaieo.,BoT.UaaaTa. Pa.
Mexico to prohibit the saloon
league for New Mexico and Arlxonn, New
a chautau'tiia with n
to
nnd
wan In charge of the progriim, which temperance day on Its program. She
Sold in Alhuqucrqiie. by J. H. O'RleUy.
was curried out as follows:
then made olear the light of the W. C.
Morning.
T. V. against the saloon for the last
Assembly called to order by Chairthirty-liv- e
years, and Its result In 190X.
man J. W. f'orln tt.
She was often Interrupted b" hearty
8lnglng "Holy, Holy, Holy"
applause.
BO

p.

.

Pioneer Bakery

ITnl-te-

l

d

PILLS.

I

Antl-Kaloo-

n

Hy Assembly

Dr. Samuel Hlalr. superintendent of
Scripture l,i t ..o . .Jt. H. M. I'erklns
Methodist missions for New Mexico,
Prayer
Chaplain C. C, Pah-mareviewed In his very able manner the
Song "Would Von Shine for Jesus"
Assembly temperance movement und also spoke
on the duty of the great Christian
Address "The Progress of Moral
His earnest apIn this work.
church
V.
Havens
Rev.
W.
Reform"
temperance
a
statehood
for
clean
peal
On"
Must
Song "The Whisky Shop
wus heartily received
Chautauqua Chorus for New Mexico
Slight Kartlaquake In Virginia.
sang "Some Qlad Day,"
Dr. Samuel Blair The chorus
Richmond. Vs., Aug. 24. There Benediction
and Dr. Perkins pronounced the benewere several earth tremors In
Afternoon.
diction,
Amelia and Chesterfield coun- Hong "Roll on the Temperance
The evening session wns also devot
Chiutouqua Chorus
Movement"
ties last niRhl nnd this mor nine; No
ed to temperance. Dr. II. M. Perkins
one wns hurt and no property was Address "Clalma of W. C T. V".
Rev. W. W. Havens giving the address.
damaged.
Pow-hatta-

.

STltt

IIIICl

RTHUR E. WALKER

U-1-

STOCK EXCHANGE TO
PROPt BOGUS

H. BRIGGS & CO

Ac-co-

New Orleans Cotton,
New Orleans,
auk. 'H. Cotton
lower on all railes
Spot easy 1
.Mi.

LIQUORS & CIGARS

bandla

W

The Bank of Commerce of Albuquerque B.

111

LIQUOR CO.

Xakta
Baeeeaaora to Mollal
und Itacheohl 4) Gloat!
IN
DKALKB8
WHOLESALE

and Pressing Works

60

4d

nutro

again, and would like to demonstrate to our old friends,

to Depositors I. very Proper Accommodation and Solicits New
and futures at Kxtends
Ofitivrw end Directors: Solomon Luna, Presla. Capital. $150,000.00.
60. 15s. Locally the market was dull ident; w. s. H trickier, vice Pros Ideal and Cashier; XV, J. Joliratm, Assistand unchanged also with lake quoted ant Cashier; WIIIIhiii Mcintosh, ticorge Arnot, J. C. Oaldrldge, A. M. Black-wel- l,
;
1 3. f0 (ii) 13.fi"
electrolytic at
o. E. Cromwell.
at
,13. 37 U' 13.50 and casting $13.12

spot iiuoted at

tap)

business

We

.

i

Residence 552.

MTABU8HED Ilia
uta
WklMit (tracer, riser, Pas
for MUtcMl Wajoaa
- . raw
a i bi ui KKut a -

and their friends, that we have lost none of our skill. Our

Standard Plumbing and
Heating Company

ill

are now in

io5;

PUTNEY

L. B.

For several years we held and pleased the most

iness.

shop.

ilíones

is not an experiment with us. It is not even a new bus-

in.

in every walk of life and are essential to permanent sucappeal to the
cess and creditable standing, therefore we wish to call the attention of all who would
enjoy good health, with its blessings, to the fact that it involves the question of right
living with all the term implies. With proper knowledge of what is best each hour
of recreation, of enjoyment, ot contemplation and of effort may be made to contribute
to that end and the use of medicines dispensed with generally to great advantage, but
as in many instances a simple, wholescme remedy may be invaluable if taken at the
proper time, the California Fig Syrup Co. feels that it is alike important to present
truthfully the subject and to supply the one perfect laxative remedy which has won
because
acceptance of the
the appoval of physicians and the world-wid- e
of
manufacmethod
original
all.
and
the
combination,
to
known
of the excellence of the
ture, which is known to the California Fig SyrupCo. only.
Thi3 valuable remedy has been long and favorably known under the name of
acceptance a9 the most excellent of
has attained ta world-wid- e
Svrup of FiRs--a- nd
obtained from Senna, are well
principles,
laxative
pure
its
and
as
lamily laxatives,
of the world to be the best of natural
known to physicians and the
laxatives, we have adopted the more elalwrate name of Svrup of Figs and Elixir of
more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtless it will always lie
Senna--- as
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Fig- s- and to get its beneficial effects always
California Jig Syrup Co.
note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company
simply call for Syrup of
you
whether
package,
every
of
front
the
on
printed
plainly
or ,y the full name Syrup ol Figs and Elixir of Senna as Syrup of Figs and
is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Elixir of Senna
which has given
heretofore known by the name Syrup of Figs
same
Co. and the
satisfaction to millions. The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists throughout
the United States in original packages of cne size only, the regular price of which
Í9 fifty cents per bottle.
Every bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, D. C, that the remedy is not adulterated or
misbranded within the meaning of the Food and Drugs Act, June 30th, 1906.

ROOM AND

BOARD.

$4.00 Per Week and Up.

j
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EXCELLENT

ART BULLETIN ADVERTISERS

É1

market and announcement that the
stock exchange had determined to
take immediate official cognizance of
.141ft Union Pacific
5414
Miscellaneous
the episode was received with general
3214 Amer. Arge. Chemical
24
approval. A closer study of the day's
33 V4
91
do pfd
business was said to have heightened
5H
6lhi Ami r, Pneu. Tube
the impression that in very large part
133
53
Amer. Sugar
126
do pfd
It represented neither genuine short
134 '4
124
covering or legitímate trading of any
18V Amer. Tel and Tel
24
168 V4 Amer. Woolen
kind. That traders and speculative
92
do pfd
25
factions as a whole have taken warn15
Dominion Iron and Steel
66
ing was clearly evident from the char216
Kdlson Electric Ilium
35
142
acter of today's operations, it being
General Electric
27
9
Mass. Electric
the avowed purpose of the governing
37
body of the exchange to probe the
47
do pfd
27
matter to the bottom. Business dur54
Mass. Gafc
142ft United Fruit
ing the early session was less than
131
135
ft United Shoe Mach
h
of that transacted in the
51
65
period Saturday and throughout the
do pfd
27ft
135
day the market had frequent periods
45
United States Steel
11
borough-Met
Inter
dealing
Reports
of utter inertia.
with
107
do pfd
31
do pfd
general business conditions were rathMining
10
er cotiflictlng. Railroad officials west International Paper
10
Adventure
56
of Chicago admitted that long haul
do pfd
37
Allouec
23 ft
traffic? continued
disappointing with International Pump
Amalgamated
76
11
the grain movement much below ex- Iowa Central
14
Atlantic
24
pectations. From the southern mer- Kansas City Southern
10
Bingham
very
57
of
came
centers
advices
cantile
do pfd
676
and
Uecla
Calumet
recovery.
coal,
The
109
slow
lumber and Louisville and Nashville
'
32 ft
Centennial
16
livestock movements are somewhat Mexican Central ofd
78
Copper
Range
better but still much below normal, Minn, and St. L
240 V
10
Daly West
flraln receipts at Chicago last week Minn., St. P. and & Ste. M
118
Franklin
tl
were 7.r0,000 bushels less than the Missouri Pacific
54ft Granby
100
previous week Inst year.
The same M. K. and T
31
22
Isle Royale
falling off applies in greater or less
63
do pfd
7
M ass. Mining
degree to other foodstuffs.
Other de83
Lead
13
Michigan
velopments having direct election of National
103ft Mohawk
Central
15
the stock market were Candidate New York
and Western .. 41
75
Montana Coal and Coke
Tiift's pledge to an early tariff revision N'. Y., OntarioWestern
72ft Old Dominion
'. 38
in the event of his election and the Norfolk and
62
....
American
110
inauguration of an action by the at- North
Osceola
142
torney general of this state against Northern Pacific
26
Parrot
24
.
...
92
the various companies engaged in the Pacific Mall
Qulncy
123
of hard coal within Pennsylvania
transportation
14
Shannon
95
such boundaries. Lower prices were People's Gas
72
Tamarack
72
L
St.
C.
C.
and
recorded In the local market. At the Pitts.,
18
Trinity
33
opening the greatest loss being sus-- j Pressed Steel Car ....
11
Copper
United
.162&H65
talned by Northern Pacific, General Pullman Palace Car .
41
Mining
States
United
41
weakness was shown throughout the Railway lteel Spring
. . 25
United states oil
123
active list with occasional fitful
. . .
46
Utah
22ft Victoria
lies, resulting chiefly from the sup-- 1 Republic Steel
51
77
port accorded Coiled Btatei Bteel and
"
do pfd
6
Winona
Ry noon the' Rock Island Co
' ft
the Harrlnian issues.
141
Wolverine
30 ft
I
market had improved with quotations.
do pfd
83
North Butte
Last St. L. and San Flan Und pi . . z
however, still below Saturday.
Rutte Coalition
It
16
week's pressure on New York Central 1st. L. Southwestern
16
Nevada
38
and the Rock Island issues was re
do t.fd
A izona
116
Calumet
and
curtailing
effect
wed
of
in
60
and had the
soss snpffif.,
20
Arizona Commercial
business elsewhere. The strength Ol Sm,tnPrn pacific
9Á Greene Cantinea
11
con.
Southern Pacific was the most
118
if(j
spicuouH feature or tnc latter trailing. Southern Railway
j
18
St. I nils Wool,
the balance of the active list showing
j
48
do ofd
.i
.
c. .1...
i. i
at rLimón,
a weak undertone. London's business
rtug.
i. ttr
wooli HeHuyi
36
Copper
Tenn.
ckithlng
grades,
combing
medium
hi re was small, moderate purchases
and
Pacific
" 4V
19 ir 20c: light fine lSt16c; heavy
of steel common and Union Pacific be- Texas and L.
and West
fij! T l fine
ing reported. The market abroad was .Toledo, St.
tub washed 2027e.
do pfd
slightly affected by our weakness to157
gether with fears of Paris selling be Union Pacific
ChlcagO BOarU of Trade.
85
.
dS pfd
cause of recent events In Morocco,
Chicago, Aug. 24. Bearish weekly
33
.
Rubber
States
United
The Rank of Germany, strengthened
.statistics and an Increased movement
. 95
I do M P
by a cash gain of over $11.000,000.
of the crop were unsurmountublc ob45
.
Chicago was reported with a hard-- ; United States Steel
to any advance In wheat
stacles
.107
ening tendency, the marking up Of do pfd
prices on the local exchange today,
rates suggesting a change in the Utah Copper
the market closing heavy with prices
monetary conditions there. Estimates Virginia Carolina Chemical ... 26
unchanged to 14 c below the final quo105
do pfd
of interest nnd dividend disbursements!
tations of the previous sessions. Corn
12
for September are placed at $73,400,-- 1 Wabash
and otits were also weak but provisions
fl!
000. Closing stocks:
do pfd
closed firm.
50
76
Amalgamated Copper
Wcstlnghouse Electric
September wheat for the day was
55
3
Amer. Car and Foundry .
Western Union
and, closed at 93c.
92W92c
0
103
(?ilc lower for each
Wheeling and Lake Erie
do pfd
Corn was
23
(f(i
33
c lowto
prices and closed at
Amer. Cotton Oil
Wisconsin Central
20
Amer. Hide and Leather
Total sales for the day 381,800 er.
.
28
Oats were bearlhly affected by the
Amer. Ice Securities
shares .
10
Amer. Linseed
Bonds were Irregular today. Total weakness of wheat and corn and by a
(filc In the price of the
.
50
Amer. Locomotive
sales par value aggregate d$3,2 44,- - decline of
one-fift-

vmt

THE ROMERO AD SIGN Co

Railroad- -

Atchison
do pfd
Boston and Albany
Boston and Maine
Boston Elevated
Fitchburg pfd
.V. Y., N. H. and H

have 7,000 registered and hlgh- ininra Rn, lis Ilota and Kid
fnr snip Prices reasonable. Will sell
any number to suit the buyer. These
goats are good heavy shearers ana
Come
will bear critical inspection.
and see them or write what you want
M. XL ucutuni, It. u..
San Marcial N. Jf .
I

f

STOCKS AM) BOXDS
Closing Prices.

Lóan
Time Loans
Bonds
Atchlhon Adjustable
Atchison 4s
Mexican Central 4s

30AT8.
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Nawa- -

aaper lilrartorr.

worm cihculahoh.

Territory or Now Mexico,
County of Bernalillo. si.
Boucher, afptarlng before
D
and firm o. itng 'Inly sworn,
h,',ne"'
declares hnd O thal h,! Publishing
manager of The Journal
Company of Albuquerque, Met Mexico, and lhat during the monta of
April. 10H, an average of 4.41 copies
of The Albuquerque Morning Journal
ere printed and circulated eac h dev.
D. S. BOUCHaMt,

(.Signed)

Business Manager.
to before mo,
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a close 'bi cause they could not rifle
a horw ninety miles at a stretch
without being prostrated by the hard-sh- l.
But the war department or
rather the president probably did
not figure on Major Hanoi a Frederick
l)ent tlrant being unable to perform
the foul. Such Is the case, however,
and a decidedly awkward situation Is
prevented,
lieiuriil C.iant objects
BMMri
decidedly to being summarily
helved hftoautc he lan't ride like a
Is
i, holds that he
amply , ompctcnt to perform all the
administrative duties which are likely
Ir) devolví' upon him or any oilie r of
his rank, an' that It is not necessary
lo require every officer in the army
to exhibit such powers of endurance
in times of profound peace.
But the presiden t'i order la like the
It
laws of the Modes and Persians.
puts
is plain even to Illumines, and
the war department sharply on the
horns of a double dilemma. Shall the
president'! Oidf be suspended in favor of General Grant, to the manifest
Injur of military discipline and common fairness to the others who have
not stool the test- or shall the son
of Ulyaaea SlnipMiii Qrani be. driven
out of the army ?
The fact that Ccm-ruGrant Is the
son of the greatest soldier the Union
cause produced Is the crux of the situation. Powerful if not Invincible In
flueiie.s, social, political and military,
will Be. exerted to prevent the undeserved humiliation of the great commander's son. How will the (orillan
knot be unlooaed? The problem re
cull- - the old conundrum in physics
ahat would be the ics u 11 i! all
force came in contact with an
Immovable object'.'

TIMES.

The latest statistics from the Inter-na- l
revenue department show a falling off la tin home production
of
whisky during the p!!l twelve month!
or no less than
1,131, (T 1 gallons,
which Is a shrinkage of about II per
cent. No doubt this will be credited
or debited tO Mu apretad Of th,0 prohibition movement in certain sections of
the country, though it is proper ta
take not, ol the , ii business period
largely coincident with this record,
in
and the corresponding shrinkage
tin- resources of the consumers of the
l
Will have to be allowed that
liquid
the apparent dullness in. the whliky
buillieM Is no greater than In other
1

II
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greater number of the
"accidents.'' by 01 to
arc mil accidents in any
sense of the word. An "accident," according to tin dictionary, la something thai happen! by chance, or from
If. for Insome unforseen cause.
stance, a bridgf, supposed to be
sound, glv.s way and falls beneath the
weight of the car, that is an accident,
ami the driver Of the machine Is not
to be blamed tor it. but II a car, beI peed
at an unlawful
ing driven
through tin rtrecti of a city, runs
hut a pedestrian w ho Is unable to get
out or the wu that cannot be n arded as in BBj sense an accident, but is
pur ly and simply a crime, and ought
as luch, And it Is a
tii be treat.
Weil known fac: that at lea
nf the aicldcr.tr reportad are
of that class, and are due aptety to
aheer reekleawneri on the part of the
drhrer, or an utter dliregard lot thi
rights of other people
within
Th" speed limit anywher,
the corporate limits of Albuquerque Is
six miles an hour, but any petson who
will take the trouble to time tin
cars that pass any given point
will find that a arge majority or them
go at a rate much nearer ten miles
than six A town block Is three hundred feet, and under the law it would
take a car a little more than half a
minute to g that distance, whereal
the most of them rover it in i - than
a qujnjli r of a minute, showing that
the average actual rate is Just about
twiie the legal rate or probably a
to make the
lit'le more. It so
thing go. thai II Is noi unreaaonable
to believe that a very 'arge majority
of tlio-- , win, an riding In an auto
have no idea of how fast the machine
Is going when It is covering twelve
an hour but the unfortunate
mili
pedestrian who hat to hustle to get
out of the na) has a realizing sens.
of the situation.
In many cities it Is now the Ian
th ii ev r maehtue muni have a
can he Used on the
befora
merely nominal,
afreets. The tee
and the llei use is required chiefly for
tin purpo ' of putting an ofTcliil number on the machine by which It tan
be Identified, and If it Imaks the law
a fine h Mr led upon It, rcgurdlcrs of
the name ,f the owner, and then after
It bus to be fined a certain number or
limes It Is classed as an ' habitual law
breaker," Its license Is revoked and
It asara on th! "retired list."
It Is reported that wherever tried this method has been round to be followed
excellent results, and the reckless
manner In which many auto drivers
they
In Albu(iii irque act, as though
"ownrd the earth." will very likely
soon muk" some such drastic icgulu-llonecessary lu re.
P. H. Since the foregoing was written we have learned that an ordinance
on the lines indicated above has been
prepared, anil will be Introduced at
tile IP Xt meeting of tile COUnCil. It
ought pv he passed, and also enforced.
r

tin-

autn-iniibile-

1

nine-tenil-

is

linea,
I

.It Y I, IKK

A

BIRD,

The Paris Figaro gives this very In
teraatlng and highly Prenchy deacr'p- limi or Wilbur Wright, the flying machine man:
"This man is strange and cold, but
of a coldness thai Is smiling
all,)
sympathetic,
He is tali, thin, aerar!
a man thai la temperad like ste rl.
Tile Countenance is remarkable, curious the bead that qf a bird, low
and bony and wllh a long nose. Thi
ríe o Is smooth shaven and tanned hv
tip wind and the country sun. Th
'V is a superb blue gray, with tints m
gold; honorable, gentle, reeolut! ami
Intelligent
These golden glints t
peak an anient flame, for Wilbur
Wright is a fanatic."
nsim
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Boisievelt's order to rePresld'-n- l
tire any officer who cannot pass Ihe
ninety mile horseback ride endurance
test prescribed by him has resulted In
B queer complication, which would be
an embarrassing contretemps for almost anybody else. The president,
however, a! the Kansas City Journal
says, la expi ted to solve the difficulty with tin- - some ease with which
he regulates the slxe of American
fa ml lies, edits our speller anil prescribe! our national songa - which Is,
In the vernacular or the proletariat,
"like the old woman kept tavern."
In the dragnet of Ihe' horseback
b
illalllt,i.ie ie4 kofrte mor,
-

What the Editors 0e4)i
of the Southwest
THERE IS I
A re Saying

third peace conference the discharge
of projectiles and cxploilvcs from bui
loons." It Is Interesting to note, as
the San Francisco Chronicle, remarks,

that

twenty-tw- o
of the powers
the resolution unsigned.

NOT

MATTER

A

25, 1908.

left

Woodman. Smrc That Pew.
Archie Roosevelt carved his initials
on u pew- In the church at Oyster Bay.
We are not Informed If Father Roosevelt curved a stick to curb the young

Tennessee burns six negroes In a
raid, which looks like ruffianism, and
thus restores the balance between
o
north and south. Sprlnglleld and
o
riots are not representative
either north or smith. Both represent
harty, unreflecting, bruta indulgences
of Inflamed hate, w hich hs the same
under all
Both strengthen the
Impression that whut this country
need! most is rigorous. Impartial,
prompt ami certain administration of
law an I the extension of polite adequacy to every neighborhood,

a

n

pef-BO-

(.DIM.

TO EVI ItEMI S.

Thoughtful man ire agreed thai
the federal trust law us it stands is
loo iwetping and practically
r.iss the Chicago Record-Heral- d
la an age or
combination and efficiency the prohibition of "all" rontnict or arrangement." In "icstralht of trade'! or competition, r.garilless of the iiueation 0Í
reasonableness or legitimacy of pur-p- i
si Is pariidoxlc.il and dangerous. A
Just and sound anti-trulaw
must
distinguish between useful combinak
tions and harmful muí, between
restraints of competition und
unreasonable and vicious ones.
What is true of the trust law in
gaatlVi Is particularly true of It In Its
bearing on railroad agreements and
conferences
ReceBt developments
have turned the thoughts
of
observers to the question of
rent iiiiableness In legislation directly
and Indirectly affecting rnjlroad operation and the discharge by carilers
of their prime duly to the public
To say that
legislation
railroad
ought to be reasonable may seem a
eommonpla' i but it Is not eniphat-le.illn,,
Here, for Instance, Is the
demand of certain politicians and
ehlppcrs In Texas and Oklahoma fur
prosecutions under the trust act or
sixty-threrailroad companies for
'combinations In restraint of trade."
The head and front of their offending
I" that they have advanced rales after
onferenee and "by agreement."
Whether the advances are proper
or nut Is a question for the commerce
mmlsslon. to which the shippers
have ulread appealed. What Is
d
In addition Is punishment
of
the carriers for their alleged "Inw-!- i
in n" in i 'inferring and conipnrlng
i oics and even for discussing rates In
through service, as to which Independ- anen-torceab- lt

rear-Ohaa-

fair-mind-

v

.

e

pro-poae-
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Snjall and Large
RANCHES

Times.

$35 to $60

better
made
than
our new

Shade

of Ananias!
El Paso has bad no sun.mer weather this year that is no hot summer
weather. In this city people bleed under blankets every night during thi
months of July anil the llrst three
El Paso Times.
weeks of August.

One is Plenty.
And now the Irrept AIÍ',i atatlsticál
ll.is the tribe yf Smith tfnbarged fiend has discovered 52,809 different
dying. A cat may need nine
days
on afl era of race sutcldu, or is it It Ih4 ways, of
but one way peema to have
Inevitable swing of the ,k i, lulum, be- proven suflic'ent for all human beings
fore Which d nasties fall aid empire who have matte the trip. El
Paso
pasa away? The new Chicago direc- Times.
tory Chronicle! the fall of the Smiths
and the rise of the Johnsons, 'j'h ie The Wish, Mayhap, is Father
io ilie Thought,
are 7.HJ4 families in that city
Reptiolii am. of New Mexico are trythe latter name and only Ii
ing to make a showing of harmon)
Smith,
Sic transit Smith.
but tht fait remains that many political dirks, sharpened to a Keen edgt
II I!. Vainer, president of the Nafor Andrews, remain in th! belts of
republicana in Mea
tional Editorial association, in hla an- the
nual address at St. Pr.ul the other day .Mexico. Ulsbee Review
said among other pertinent tilings that
A Cowardly Crime.
In spite of the frequent charges of
Whatever the prior circumstances
against the press, It was the
SELF-Enewspapers that first cried "stop were. Captain Peter C, Ilalns, Jr., and
EOIKT SO LAW.
bis brother, T. Jenkins Hnins, should
thief." He might have well added that pay the extreme penalty of the law tai
year
ago
mly a
mole than
the newspapers generally succeeded the murder of William E, All ills. In
great mativ people in in stopping him.
there wer
New York. The father of the murthis country who had worked them- derers has asked that the public susThe universal peace movement lias pend judgment until all the facts in
selves Into a fever of alarm at the
hordes of undesirable aliens that were been given a great Uplift It would the case are known, but even the
pouring into the country are threut- - reem. through thC action of Persia in most lenient community, and toward
of
the United
a representative
to the murder the people
uing to submerge the native popula- appointing
States are lenient as no other civilized
of
Through
Greece
court
at
Athens.
In tlie first half of
tion.
last year
nation Is, cannot afford to allow su.'h
741,16 Immigrants
arrived in the tills act diplomatic relations between a flagrant outrage upon the law to go
If the law is to be susUnited states, irit,;;i4 in the month these oovvers have been renewed after unpunished.
of June alone
Tin country
could a little matter Of :',.'!!l!l years. Thftt'l tained and Its already frayed diguitv
is not to be made a complete mock of,
not possibly "digest" such a number quite a time, though, for a tiff lo exist
Peter C, Hains, Jr., and T. Jenkins
or Bnd employment for them, except between two countries.
Ilalns must die. Of that there is no
by displacing those already employed,
in Australia they arc telling- the shadow of doubt. Tucflon Cltixen,
and congress was loudly called upon
American sailors that there Is a crimto "put up the bars."
A Real Bark Horse.
son thread Of kinship between the
Though the bars are still down exNot a newspaper
Arizona ever
gnat
empire
great
republic
and
the
came within close gueafing distance
cept for a reasonable screen against
If this refers to the way the Jlngoe; of the name of the nominee of th
the most obnoxious the flood of Imlure bleeding both countries it is all republican party for delegate to conmigration has ceased. In the llrst
gress from Arizona. I'ntil yesterday
right.
half ol this year the total arrivals
morning It is probable that lialph II.
numbered only l!)L',tint), a decrease of
Secretary Root says In effect that Cameron, of Flagstaff, the nominee,
74 per cent from
!)()?, and the numanybody can bo a congressman and did not have the slightest idea of being in the
Bui (íovernor Kibbcy
ber arriving in the month of June politician,
but it takes a mlghly line controlled race
the Phoenix convention and
L'1,917, Is 7 H per cent less than
In man to be a good
friend and neighbor. Governor Kibbcy decided on Cameron,
June of last year, showing that the
and from that moment all other cantendency continues downward, The
didates were out of the running.
MAGAZINE
ARTICLES
Immigration from Ruaala la tha six
The nomination of Cameron la
FOR TUESDAY CLUB neither stronger nor weaker than a
monthl haa fallen from lit, 18 i to
score of others that might have been
M.ltt, a percentage of decreuse
made. Re is personally clean and
closely with the general Interesting i.ist or subjects to he
by literary Organisation popular, but he was the chairman of
average.
During: the Coming- - HcftaO.
the bolting Ktbbey convention in this
The fear that the country will
he following books and magazine City last spring and is a pronounced
calve more
than it can artil les are to form the basis for dis- Kibbcy f.utionalist. Tucson Star.
la
assimilate
thus shown to bi cussions for the Tuesday Wterary dub
groundless. When the saturation. point during the coming siason:
Governor Makes n Hit.
Ih reached the flow ceases spontane
Adams ( irovvth of the French NaWhen the democratic county convention was in session in Colfax counously.
There has been even a large tion.
ty. Governor Curry telegraphed them
Brownell French Art.
homeward movement in this hnlf year
BrowneU
French Traits,
thai he would use all hla power and
Of those who hud been part of
the
i 'arlylc
French R volution.
influence to see that an honc.it elec
"horde" that formerly alarmed ua,
Mavis About Paris.
tion was conducted in the territory
'are in the exclusloin of mere idlers
lovvilcii
History Of French Litera this fall. This was a manly thing for
and dependent, of defectives and ture.
him to do in view of the frauds lhat
ni lian - Memoirs.
were perpetrated in that county two
criminals is always proper, hut the
Olhba
Napoleon's Military Career, years ago.
normal Mow of voluntary Immigration
e hope me governor will can y out
t.uizot History of Civilization in
l a source of strength
and wealth, not Europa,
his promise to the letter, It Is as bad
of danger, and Its due regulation may
as treason for any set of men to use
ilul.ot History of Franei
safely be left to the old reliable law
Hugo
History ol a Crime.
fraud in an election in a republic, and
of supply and demand.
Latimer Prance la í'ié XIX Cen- it should be treated as such. I.d the
tury.
people express their choice free and
Latimer Last V. - of the XIX untrammeled and then accept that deHE Is POP! i.AR AT HOME.
Century,
cision.
Lodgi
This is the only grounds upon which
Richelieu.
uovernor Johnaon, of
losóla,
Lynch PVench Ufa in Town and a republican form of government can
ma not In- of sufficient si.e to spread Country.
endure. To practice fraud at an elecover ilie wind
untry, but tlnrc can
Morris Napoleon.
tion is the worst form .of anarchy.
be no doubt of his commanding posiWe congratulate the governor
on
Reich Foundations of Modern
the manly stand he has taken and betion In his OWN slate.
He has been
St. Amand Napoleon III at the lieve he will have both the honesty
twice elected governor of Minnesota,
Height of His Power.
and the determination to carry it out
and. though In distinctly refused to
Farmington Times-HustleModern Kurope.
Rehnell
h" a candidate a third time, he haa
Stoddard Lecruraa v. t,
been again unanimously and insisteiit-- b
Tarrle Ancient Regime.
NEW SEPTEMBER BOOKS
Turrie .Modern Regime.
nominated by the democratic state
Mary
Tytler
Antoinette.
AND MAGAZINES
convention.
Wlllert Henry of Navarre.
The desire ,,( the Minnesota demoIndustrial Ufa In France World'!
crats to have Governor Johnson as Work.
A. C. McCltirg & Co., Chicago, have
March '05.
their candidate is easily understood.
French Mother, ('osms April, '8. published another Randall Parrlsh
He was elected four yenrs ago, when
French Presidency The American. novel which Is undoubtedly the very
UN slate gave a large majority
beat of the Parrleh stories of advenfor I!. oí It's, February. '06.
French Homes H. Bazar. Oct.. '00. ture. Tin new book Is "The Last
Rooaevelt, ami was triumphantly reFrench Cathedrals Cent. Aug. 'Oft. Voyage of the Donna Isabel," and Is
elected two years later. His popuHistoric Palacea of Phi-i- --Cent. a splendid sea story of South Amerlarity has apparently continued to In- Nov.-Dec.
'or,.
'05; Aprtl-Jgaican waters, Chock full of exciting Increase, and it is thought that he can
Making nf r Oobelifl Tapestry--8cl- .
cident
that holds the attention to the
be once more elected, even In a presiMay II, 'OB.
Ami r
last line when a very pretty love story
dential year, and I hut his candidacy
Oohlln Tapestry Works Sel. Amer, coinés to Its happy conclusion. The
may possibly help to carry the state Feb. X. '08.
story Is handsomely Illustrated lit colArtists of Fruncí Munsey, Sep. '02. or by Allen T. True.
for Bryan.
'01,
Dec.,
Rosa Bohheur Harp.
OoverflOr
Johnson's unwillingness
Joan of Arc H. Hnjtar, Feb. IS, '01.
Slv Nonti.
la In a candidate g third time la
Joon of Arc Harp. Dec. '04.
"In my next story, l'aul," said she,
equally explicable.
He probably
Is
Main tenon,
Mme de H. Baaar,
"I am going to be more frank even
not conlldent of repeating his success Feb. 2, M1.
than in this one. I am going to
Oeorge Hand Bookman. June, '04.
of 11)04, nor is he especially anxious
"
Days In Fruncí H. Bagar, Bept, '08. aay
lo aid In the election of Bryan.
r
"Sh!" Mrhiapered Paul. "Say It In
Cent
Sculptor.
Monnler,
Constanlln
preferred to keep out or the light, be- April, '08.
atara dear. There's a policeman on
ing young enough to wait for future
W. W. the corner."
What Fram e Can Teach l
opportunities.
His admirers
would June, '07.
not have it so, and unless he shall
Chateau and Country Life In France
Hcrlb. Oct. Nov., '07.
persist In his refusal he will be drawn
Rtreetl of Paris O. Oct. 26. '07.
This Is a spoonful taken at random
Into the battle In spite or himself. Re
Revival of RuropegÉ Lace Induitry from John Kehdrick Hang's "potted
Is u vigoro ua campaigner, and the reR. of R s. May. '07.
Fiction," just Issued by Doubleday,
sult will be watched with curious InCathedral at Charlen Cent. Janu- Page & Company.
terest.
ary. "07.
Johnson's deserved popularity In
Cathedral at Saittta Cecile Cent,
Wasteful Americans.
Minnesota led many tit think him a Feb., '07.
We Amerlcuns began a long lime
May.
ijion
Dama
Cent.
de
Notre
desirable candidate against Bryan for
ago to speak and think of our resourcthe democratic nomination for prcal-den- t. '07.
Now we are
April,
'07. es as "Inexhaustible."
Rhelms Cathedral Cent.
among the opponents of
St. Jullen ol Ln Mars Cent. Oct., Just realizing that we stand face to
face with a dangerous deficiency of
Bryan, however, hi "boom" never de- '07.
veloped
Critic. Prophet, Philosopher (Hugo) timber and coal, while water facilities
gnat rtrength,
and he
are seriously
and soil advantage
dropped ,,ut of public attention.
His Arena. Sept.. '07.
Cnlversltv or Paris Harp. Feb.. 'OK. 'threatened. Of course, men of agrl- spectacular rciiomlnatlon for governMemolrs of Sarah Bernhardt Mc- - cultural Interests were the first to rec
or turns the light Upon him again and
ognige this state of affairs, but leader!
Clure. March, 'OR.
will keep him still In sight as a future
In matters Industrial
and political
possibility In national politics.
were not far behind. What was at
NOT! OÍS,
Notice I hereby given that the part- - ' first, too. a nallonnl enterprise
actively bv the Federal Oov- THE AIRSHIP is COMIM..
heretofore existing between tin-rechauvln and Nonemin la dissolved by eminent, is beginning to be art In tercel
Thc almost dally reports of sue
mutual consent. A. Chauvln will con- of the states. In the September lisue
airship teata during the hist fea tinue the business and pay all hi of "Country Ufa In America," for exdue the ample, there Is an article that pleads
weeks naturally stimulate speculation and receipt for account!
for the prefer vatidn of a big forest
as to the poarlhllltles of airship! In firm.
near New York city, the presence of
NONHMAN.
CHAI'VIN
war. At the lust Hague conference
which Is oiikjfnWii lo M.)uny people, hut
114 .South Third Hired.
inf" resolution was pnsied "The conwhich, besides helnrf a tract of rare
tracting powers agree to prahilHt for
be of
Window frnmca, ft.TS. AThiinmrqne fheauty. would, if protected,
a period extending to the clow of the i i,.,, i,,. Mill
lareat cioiioinlc value to the state. In

Per Acre
RIO GRANDE

STYLES
for Men

J. B0RRADILE
Corner Third and (.old.

direct
from the
STEIN-BLOC-

Resolved that all orders for
supplies of any and all kindr
and fjr all purposes be made oo'
on the íegular requisition blank
of the Irrigation ("nrnrress prosnd snli
vided for that
!. requisition must be .signed hv
chnliman of the auditing con
a mittee, or In his absence by tl
e acting chairman: that all
must be properly vouch
ercd before payment and audited
at any meeting of the auditing
committee, by the chairman of
said committee, or In his absence
by the acting chairman
W. S HOPEWELL.
hcirman.
R. E. TVVITCHELL
Secretary,
B. SPITZ.
a
Chairman Audit. Com.
P. A MACPHEP.80N,
GEOHOE AUNCT.
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R
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Boarding and Day School
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Charity.

I

Company

lieed, the next legislature of the state
of '.New York will nuss on a bill pro-

of

j

New

Albuquerque,

W. (ioht.

viding for the preservation
region.

charge of Sisters of
For particulars,
Superior,
Sister
address
Ave.,
New
York
Sixth and
In

Washburn

this

perennal tmprcaalona of Rockefeller.
There ale some popular delusions
destroyed by F. X. üoublcday's "Personal Impressions of John i). Rockefeller," to appear hi the .September
World's Work.
For instance, It has
been generally supposed that the oil
magnate's huge gift have been attempts on his part to purchase good
opinions. Mr. Doubleday makes the
point that, if this is true. Rockefeller'!
business intelligence is scarcely enviable. As a matter of fact, Ills business
Intelligence
not lacking;
but the
most obvious characteristic of the man
is his modesty. When he gave
to thOeneral Education
Hoard, it was accompanied by a note
of eight lines, signed by his secretary.
For five years he himself has not signed a single heck.
It Is not Mr. Doubleday's purpose
to make a hero Of a martyr of his subject. He alms to tell justly and
straightforwardly what his and others'
Impressions have been of Mr. Rockefeller ufler actual and more or less
Intimate contact.
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Of LATITUDE.

--

discussions
before associa-UoflIMBiait) arouse small interest In
the general reader, but there win
exception when the annual
of the American Bar association is held at Seatlle this week. A report ,,r tin association's
committee
will be considered, which recoiumetiils
that courts of appeal shall no longei
decide litigation on purely tecllliic.il
point!, bul on the merits of the case.
At present the trial of cases, tha committee says. Is "a game.'' Most
who have had to ,o with iavvsuits
have known that for a long time.
Tin1

I

n

If
Is clearly difficult
not
impossible
lt is believed by good lawyers und
by some of the commissioners
that
aa
such conferences and agreements
the companies operating In the south-'s- t
are "accused" of would be held
legal and permissible by the, highest
court of the land, other lawyers,
however, arc not at ull sure that the
antiquated trust law does not forbid
and outlaw evin necessary and innocent confen ncea of the kind referred
to.
In any event, the agitation
for
"pcoeccutlona" is disturbing and the
uncertainty bad for the transportation
huiustrv and bad for all trade and
commerce.
Kffectivc control of railroads is not
at all Incompatible
with common
sense and fairness In legislative trei
nient of them. The war on rebatís!
and discrimination does not require
vexatious and paralvzing Interference
with freedom of action along ahs lately fair and honorable
btisln
lines.
In the words of the Boat-Herald, which sctisihlv discusses th,
situation, "the law should not Inte--diordinary business transactions ami
refuse to recognise evidence sfiowlng
that In motive and effect tiny urc for
the public interest."
Laws directed against abuses should
not be so rigid, ao drastic, so sweeping
;i"id
as to cripple legitimate business
prohibit the unavoidable, the natinal
ami the reaaonabh in the conduct of
such business.

cut action
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Weeping Cross.
the appearance of "Weeping
Cross,' all the novels set In the place
and period of Puritan New England
have looked at the incidents of that
day from the outside of the Catholic
church. "Weeping Qroaa," however,
published this month by Doubleday,
Page & Company, Is the work of a
DCW
author, Mr. Henry Ú ytuurt, who
Is himself a Catholic.
Mr. Stuart, by
the way. lives in London; but he has
been tu Anierlca and even spent a
WholC year on a ranch in Colorado.
The man has a styje and a vigor of
mind that
will make him
worth
watching. He upsets to a degree the
usual conceptions most of us have,
apurt from our religious faith, of the
Puritan fathers, toward whom reverence is the prevailing and UBqUC!'
tinning attitude. Mr. Stuart gives the
obverse of this and, through the medium of a most powerful story, defends
the Jesuit priests of that day Who our
reading has led us to believe got most
sport out of Inciting the Indians to kill
and burn.
The central character of the story
Is a young Irish cavalier,
educated
for the Jesuit priesthood, who is sold
by the Hrltiah crown to an A After Iraq
planter. He proceed! to fall In love
with the planter's daughter, a sprightly widow no longer In her twenties.
The story itself Is chiefly the story
of these two.
Their affair Is stormy
and Intense; full of quarrels and reconciliations, powerfully narrated. The
author has a genuine feeling for what
Is dramatic
and Illuminating and Is
never forced to any makeshift of
cheapness to sustain an alert Interest.
Until

Shoe
Bargains
There are only a few more days
left for us to close out the balr,
ance of our Summer
In order to make It
worth your while to help
us we have farther cut
the prices. It will
foot-wea-

auve you DOLLAKS

and Cent! to Investigate
thia

ft

offer.

Women's $1.50 Oxfords, now
W omen's $i.h," Usfante, mm
Women's '.'..",o Oxfords, now
Women's gll.OII O v lord-- , now
W omen's $:.&( Oxfords, now
Men's i .90 Ovfoisls, now.
..VI 0 fords, now
Men's
oo Oxford, now.
Men's
.50 OxfonK now,
Men's
.01) Oxfords,
now.
Men's

SI. t."

t..)

II.V.'i

$.r.2.H-

I.K
t.tto
IB.2:.
S.SD

93.10

Bryan ( tun els NaslivlHe Date.
Khoxvllte, Tenn., 'Aug. 24 R E.
MnnteasHcl. Tennesaee member of the
democratic national committee, today
received a telegram from National
Chairman Muck advising that the plan
for Mr. Bryan to speak In Nashvill"
on September 11 hud been canovlte I.
It tl said that Mr. Hryan Intends to
DETERMINED SUICIDE
only In the doubtful state but
USES TWO WEAPONS speak
In
will spcuk
Nashville. Memphis.
Know lib- an(i I'hattanooga loun after
Ventara, Cal., Aug 24. Herbert the November election.
Fryer, an Kngllahman. u recluse and
Hie t,alest Man in the World.
owner of a ranch of 5,713 acres, aa
iv mi id not
be contented to he kept In
vVcll as other property, was found duad
at his ranch today, having died by his Hie house und doing nothing by rheuNeither are you, who are
own hand
He had peen dead aeveral matism
days. Fryer had taken a Utrge calibre always busy and active. Then don't
revolver and a rifle, placed the m $: neglect the first twinge of an ache or
ides of both weapons In his mouth and pa in tii ,1 you might til
rick." Kith well With
pulled the trlgei s simiilliiin otislv He
iiit a will bequeathing; ull his in.iv f.lnlmenl and no matter what the
properties to a nleíe ami nephew In trouble Is, It will disappear nt on o.
Hold by J. H. O'llielly Co.
Knalund.
i
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Placido Barela Near Death as
Result of Knife Wounds Re
ceived, He Says, at Hands of
I Cr stobal Garcia,
Placido Randa,
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Committee of Ten Completes
Its Work Wheif Contractor
Turns Over Building; Construction Perfect,

hMm
mununnuLiiu

'

ARE WAXING

new

Albuquerque's handsome
vention hall and armory built'at a total cost of $L'.i.tlflO was completed yesterday when the contractor. Frank A.
Stephens, delivered the building to the
committee of leu which has had
charge of Construction and the committee pronouncing the building complete and satisfactory In construction
after a careful Inspection.
The building Is one of which
has just cante to be proud.
It has a seating capacity of more than
3. non, making
It by far the largest
room in New. Mexico; there is not a
pillar to disturb the view from any
part of the floor or galleries and tin
acoustic properties are perfect.
Millar and Millar, the architects
who designed the building, drew their
plans after the most modern and most
approved Idca.f In the building of similar structures and the result is a con
vention hall which for the purpose Is
us nearly perfect ns could be desired,
The approaches to the building are
broad and the doorways wide and numerous. All doors with two exceptions open outward and the exceptions will be remedied at once. .Otherwise the building Is without a flaw
and provlnsat once comfort, seating
capacity ámf safety. The building with
all exits. open con be emptied In an
Incredibly short time,
With the funds at their command
the committee of ten hns achieved
excellent results. The committee was
organized early in the Spring with
Frank McKee as chairman and M. L.
Stern as secretary, eight other well
known business men making up the
membership. The committee lost no
time In going ahead. With the $7, .",00
appropriated by the territory from its
armory bond Issue as a nucleus the
committee secured the additional
fnnrlu noi.ded through the assist a nco of
public-spirite- d
business men and property owners and the contrnct was let.
The work while It has been done rapidly has been done well and the building will serve Its purpose and will
stand as a monument to the Albuquerque apirlt for many years to come.
The first use of the convention hall
will be for the sessions of the Irriga
tlon congress and in this alone it will
bo worth to Albuquerque Its full cost.
con-

Albu-quorq-
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Alamogordo

i.
I,.. i.
t... .i If
Citizens of East Side Sure iiiiii
n,,i ii.l H'iia
ii !...
the Season,
lug down the door, and aMked me if I ALLEGED
liny Have a Lite bized would not attempt to nentl bim awav.
moIIjU it vi i would do so If could
ata so far indicates
The sale of
Grievance and Are Going to Hy this time Carola had obtained an
ciovvd-lie
that the Klks' theater will
entrance into the house. Mrs. San
I
Make Noise About It,
to the doors Thursday night on the
chez then told me to go Into the
I

i

Con-

tractor,

GRIN

d

fSpiiiil t'orrcHimndence Moraine Journal
Tucumcari. Aug. H, Citizens and
deputy sheriffs ale scouring the eoun
try hereabouts for an unknown native
who brutally attacked Miss Kdna. Wal-lacnear Ifaseom, twelve miles from
here op the Dawson Une, at 11:30
Saturday morning. Keeling is running
high ami only extra precautions or,
the part of the authorities will save
the man from lynching If he Ls caught.
His victim lies In a hospital lue under the best medical attendance procurable hut is in a precarious condition and may not recover.
year,
The girl, who Is twenty-on- e
old. Is the daughter of a prominent
cement contractor of Ahfmogoi'do, won
Is putting In a concrete bridge on tin
Dawson line of the B Paso & Southwestern. When the attack occurred
she was op her way home from thtl
place, where .she had been shopping
with n lady friend. Miss Wallncy was
accompanied on her way home by her
When th3
brother, J. II. Wallace.
arrived at Hascom she told him she
would wait for the mail and bring it
out to the camp later. After getting
the mall she started along the tract
for the camp, two miles away. She
had not gone very far when she met
the Mexican, who started toward he,
She fled rrom him but stumbled an
fell nnrt before she had tin" to rise ha
attacked her viciously and would have
accomplished his purpose had she not
fought desperately for the better part
of an hour when an approaching
flight train frightened away ber as,
sailant.
Terribly bruised and In an unconscious condition, Miss Wallace was
taken to Tucumcari and the authorities notllled.
One native was brought In I Me Satby Miss
urday night and Identified
Wallace as being a Mexlesn who passed her and walked ahead of her before she met her assailant, evidently
with the purpose of seeing that th"
coast wits clear. It Is reported that
aiue her man Is In the custody of OÍR
cers at the Bell ranch and that he will
be brought here this evening for Identification.
Begirrnlng today huens w;i. he fur
nlshed by Oakey's hack line st aP
hours of the day and night Prompt
land satisfactory service. Telephone
"
195 or 19
I

ods ana
sDienüia

obtained in iooa

not

Di

Occasion Ol the quaint and picturesque
and novel "OM 1' oiks' Concert,' participated in by flip pick of Albuquer-

musical talent, masked in coeostumes and
Puritan names. The proceeds of the
i ntertálnnx nt
will go toward the support of an orphan and as the admission. Is only jjfi cents, every one should
attend, and further the wry worthy
object.
The program for the concert
que'

lonial

la us follows:

That the people of the Highlands
art) persuaded they hav e a large and
well developed grievance was indcat-le- d
by a meeting or citizens of the
east side held last night at the residence of K. ! Pratt, 41! Iron avenue.
The object for whlch.the meeting was
called was to consider the question of
storm water drainage1 and street Im-

Ve I irste Parle.
i.ung Kj ne 'Irene
Father i'ei rlnvv inkle.
Kl.lei- pullbaon
Kale-- ;

provement In the Highlands. There
Sparklne, were about twenty-fly,,- ,'
property owners present and a general air of In'
pervaded the assembly.
dignation
Complaint,'tide FouVa.
All ye
Storm water drainage in the High.i nú h
Worldye
Piece Slstet
lands Is a lUbiCCl which makes your
Kemp, Kliler Peter Sparkes.
'average Highlander see red when you
Strike tne ryuibal - Aiauiinla Cral, 'mention It, since the recent deluge on
lde Koikes
tree and
Iron avenue and other parallel streets.
Pent, cost Tar
New Fangled pieve
p. Stewart was elected chairman of
box, Reuben Peter Bumper,',
Hum the meeting and J Ql Ituoff secretary.
Adonrjan Kitjohn Crunk
phrcys,
A general discussion occurred, someiemetlnia Kitn- - what explosive In palls, the general
shank, Helcblsldek
simmons.
opinion expressed being that the
My
Advlci
Klrsiah Highlanders are being outrageously
Grandma's
M ullln,
Imposed upon,
Mr. J'ratt said that
bide Crimes Judgr Wintergrecn the question at issue concerned all of
ascombe ami Olde Koikes,
'the Highlands and not simply Iron avo se cond Parte.
enue. If it wi re only Iron avenue, he
Worldly,- pieci
Constance Perrl- - said, property owners on that street
wlnkle ami Okie Koikes.
ould go up to the head of the arroya,
Worldly,' Pice,
Collsta ülrdseye.
buy a few lots and divert the storm
Anvil Chorus All ye singers and water down to Silver avenue and Oold
players.
avenue and elsewhere. He snld the
Worldly Pie, --- Pentecost Tarbox, matter concerned everybody, and It
I!' aben peter Bumpers
Humphreys, was high time for naetlon. Lou W.
Adoilrlan Pltsjohn
ruinabunS,
(alies made the statement that ho had
Demotion FltsJilmniona.
on good authority that the HighJerusalem, My
Morions Home
lands paid 4:1 per cent of the taxes,
Alio Ye Olde Koikes.
and the low lands got the ben, lit of 9S
Woriiiive Piece --Aunt Deborah Kit- - per cent of them Mr. t alies asked for
tery.
I more equal distribution of the ImHome, Swc t Home
Olde Folkes.
provements.
Which same will be lined out for
Mr. Hatch snld that the council. In
ye congregation to Join In.
ordering sidewalks, ousht In justice
Seat-- ; on mile at Matson's, reserved
to the property owners to grade th,
seats to cost extra.
tree ta where the sidewalks are to be
Auid

'
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!
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laid,

Several mcmhora of the meeting
heavily on Martin
lumped
Tlerney.
Dm Mk U for tin imtural
h,
flitch rift'i,iullniUi4ttioui, street commissioner, aliening that
trrtUtiooj
or
ulor
iop
V
JBv
was Inefficient In handling his fores of
m icons memuraiiw.
VdJ loi .0 airtolart,
of
r, au iDttf loa.
men.
It was suggested that the city
Palmen, acd not Irlo
KSlIHÍ tVH5 ChHUICALCO. ffsnt or pottmuout.
council should accept the resignation
OntcimtAii.o.HM
bjr
(old
DrcirvUta,
ijA r- ,,f the chairman of the street commitor Mut Id plain wranptr,
by axpiftM, prrtpn d, foi tee and intimated that n general
rei.oo. jt i botiiM tt.Tt.
Circuit muí uit rwuwt organization of 'the city government
would not be nmlss. Alderman ficorge
P. I.earnard and others were warmly
ommended for their stand for the Interest of the Highlands A committee
was appointed to draft resolutions to
Be laid before a general mass meeting
of the people of the Highlands Thursday evening, the meeting place to be
announced later
Judging from the tenor of last night's
lathering the mars meeting will be a
caloric nffalr and the city fathers will
have an assorted hunch of
kicks to discuss at Its m xt meeting.
Altogether It appears that the average alderuv n has troubles of his
MEN AÜD WOMEN.
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first-cla-

tarn

own.

Faithful I i lend.
"I have used Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Itemedy since
it was first Introduced to the public
In 1872, and have never found one Instance where a cure was not speedily
effected by Its use.
have been a
commercial traveler for
eighteen
years, and never start out on a trip
without this, my faithful friend,"
says H. S. Nichols of Oakland. Okla.
When a man has used a remedy for
th'rty-flv- e
years he knows Its valuf
and Is competent to speak of It. For
sale by all druggists.
A
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For over sixty years on merit Think of it All
these years "Blatz" has held fast to honest uniform
quality. Small wonder then that the various Blatz brands
are so popular today- - that the demand is ever increasing.
STKIIN-NCIII.OS-

MM
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son of Mr. and Mrs. Leandro
Harela. of Ranchos do Atrisoo, was
stabbed and It is believed fatally Injured by Cristobal Garcia, a Singer
Sowing machine ngenf, at 6:30 last
evening. The cuttlnK was done with
a largo sized pocket pen knife, the
blade penetrating Rarola's body two
Inches below the heart and reaching
the bowels. The nffalr took place at
the home of Mrs. Ploda Sanchos. 015
South Second street.
The stories told by Mrs. Sanchez
A Q Q AIM
FÍIR THF HIRHI
and young Rarela are corroborative
i
and It is very likely that r.arcla, Wno
i
L n
was placed in the county jail within
an hour after the stabbing, will find
It necessary t 0 face a very serious
OLD
THE
L
:
charge.
Bafela was seen last night by n
Morning Journal reporter, after his
wounds had been dressed by Dr. J,
F.
Pearce and Dr. YV. (i Hope. The
CONCERT
wounded man was suffering Intense
paiu and breathed with difficulty.
W was passing down through the
alley In the rear of Mrs. Sanchez's
had finished my work
house after
Citizens and Officers Search- Affair at Elks Theater Thurs- - WOULD REORGANIZE THE
said Barela, "and was
shops."
at
the
CITY GOVERNMENT on my way home. Mrs. Sanchez called
day Evening Promises to Be!
ing Country for Brute Who
to me as I was passing and told me
Cleverest Entertainment ofj
Waylaid Daughter of Well
that a man was attempting to force

TlUFIlTÍ fill

COUNGi L

old-tim-

ago,

ALBUUUtHÜU IE NEW RRIIT&l

CITY

Friends in this city have received
intelligence of the death in Tueum-car- l.
N. M . on Saturday, August 16,
St. Louis, Aug. 24. Two sweeping
In
of Charles P. Jones, an
opinions noteworthy in that the deci- Albuquerque, who served it, the first
reverswore
courts
sions of the lower
city council In lssi under Mayor Jafed In full in each Instance, were hand- - fa
Mr. Jones passed away suddenly,
ed down by the t'nited States court the cause of his death being valvular
of appeals hero today, sustaining the heart disease. Mr. Jones was born In
position of the government against the. jowett, Oreen county, New York state.
railroads In the matter of the safety, In líil, tie was married in 1878 to
appliance law of congress. The two' Miss Alible P. Harrington of 'Jowett.
cases decided wore those of the govern- - X. Y. He came west to Colorado In
ment against the Atchison, Topoka and; the same year and then moved to ASanta Ke railroad anil of the govern-- ; lbuquerque, then a mere village. In
ment against the Denver and Uto 1881. He was in the dairy business
Orando railway company. By those In Albuquerque for ten yearr, when
decisions the court of appeals abro-gate- s ho moved to Sanfa Bosa. N. II. , and
the common law rules of "rea- hod extensive interests there. From
sonable care" that have heretofore there he went to Tucumcari, where
governed and behind Which the rail his home was at the time of his death.
roads sought shelter and upholds in
The remains will be sent to Topoka,
full the acts of congress whleh the KaKn and interred there Thursday
opinions hold, now totally supplant at in a m. He leaves a Avlfe and four
the common law rules. In the two children: Mrs Harry T. Johnson of
oases decided different grounds of de this city, ("lay Jones of St. Louis, Mrs.
fense were tried, thit the railroads Richard Powers of Washington, D. C,
might content against the safety appli- and Miss lierlha Jones of Topoka,
ances acts from every possible point. Kan., and interred there Thursday
The Denver and Rib Orando case Was the city who were friends of the deargued before ihv lower court on de cía.-. d and the news of his death has
miirrors. while the Santa Fe case was occasioned much regret.
tried by a Jury. The railroads wo.
both decisions in the lower courts.
Disagreeable at Home.
The syllabus in the Atchison, It
Lots of men and women who are
pegg and Santa Ce case lavs down agreeable with others, get "cranky"
the rule of law umlcr the nets of at homo. Its not disposition, its the
congress as follows:
liver. If you find In yourself that you
"The safety appliance law of con- feel cross around the house, little
gress Imposes upon a railway company things worry you. Just buy a bottle of
In the situations In which it is appliBallard'l Herblne and put your liver
cable an absolute duty to maintain In shape. You and everybody around
the prescribed counting appliances In you will feel better for It. Price 60
Sold
operative condition and Is not satis-fle- d cents per bottle.
by J. H.
by reasonable care to that end." o'BlellyeCo.

SEIZED ON GRAVE CHARGE

$25,000

UPHELD

United States Court of Appeals' Albuquerque Old Timer Passes
After
Away in Tucumcari
Decides Against Contentions
Long Career in This Territory
of Both Santa Fe and Rio
Grande Roads,
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SAWING MACHINE AGENT

New

Hall
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APPLIANCE MEMBER Of

STABBING SAFETY

SERIOUS

Wholesale Dealers,
Central Ave. Photic 142.
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house and put Carola out. I went In
and told Carola that be was annoying Mrs. Sanchez and nsked him to
please leave the house. He Called 11
a number of vile names and I told
bim I would not stand for It. and
went to put him out of the room. Be
then took a knife out of his pocket
and stabbed me. Be started lo run.
coward
but I told him 1 was not
started
and would not harm him.
to
to the house of a friend win,
lives two blocks from where I was
stabbed, but became so weak that 1
fell down on the way and had to be
carried."
Barela Is a clean cut young man and
told the story In a straight forward
manner. He did not realize at llrst
how badly ho was hurt and attempted
to walk to a friend's house on South
The wound bled proThird street
fusely and the route taken by Barela
Is marked by a trail of blood.
Mrs. Pleda Sanchez, who was the
principal witness of the cutting, last
nlitht. cavo the following version Of
the nffalr:
"Oarcla came to my house at
O'clock this evening with a hill for a
sewing machine, which he claimed
hail purchased from him. I told him
I hail not bought a machine from him.
but had bought It from a friend of
mine, and could show him receipts
proving that I had paid for It. Ho
argued that I bought the mnchlnc
from his company and Insisted on entering my houae, 1 saw Barela passa
ing and asked him to put hint out.
attempted to do so and Carola
stabbed him with n pen knife, and
then Jumped Into his buggy and drove
quickly away. I telephoned to the
sheriff, telling him about the matter
and then went to the house of some
n latlves on Paelfle avenue. That Is
all that I know about It."
Oarcla was arrested nt his home In
Dog Town, north of the city a short
time after the stabbing by policeman
Marquette and Deputy Sheriff Hick
Carola pretended to be very
Lewis.
much surprised and declared that he
did not know what he was being arrested for. He declined to make anv
statement regarding the affair. The
prisoner was taken to the county Jail,
where he will likely remain pending
the outcome of his victim's Injuries.

Officer Arrives from Las Vegas Much Discussed Directoire Will
Be Displayed in Local Store
for Albert Mooie Charged
Window This Afternoon,
With Stealing a Watch in
Meadow City,
The sheath gown has arrived

1

i

(1

I

Bn-rel-

Deputy Sheriff S, mi, of San Miguel
county, arrived last night from Las
Vegas to escort back to that city one
Albert Monro, who was arreste,, at Hie
Santa Ke depot Saturday evening on
Moore Is
advices from Las Vegas.
charged with the theft of a gold watch
worth (ISO supposed to have been taken with a pair of trousers from th"
room of a guest in a Las VefSS hotel.
The watch was recovered and Identified llore en description sent from Las
Vegas. Moore declared be bought the
watch In Trinidad and sticks to an exploded .doty that he got it from Ills
brother, a real estate man named John
He sold the walcdi here
K. Moore.
to an Arabian shopkeeper who In turn
sold it to a customer.
Granulated Sore Byes Cured.
"For twenty years I suffered from
a bad case of granulated sore eyes.
says Martin Hoyd of Henrietta, Ivy.
"In February, 1903. a gentleman asked me to try Chamberlain's Salve. I
bought one box and used about
of It and my eyea have not
This
given me any trouble bltiee."
salve Is for sale by all druirslsts.
two-thir-

FIERCE FIRE REPORTED
RAGING IN STAMB0UL
Constantinople, Aug. 23 Fire broke
out this afternoon In the Stamboiil
quarter and within a very brief period
a terrible conflagration was raging. A
strong wind carried the llames along
at gnat speed nnd for six hours they
swept over the seetlon. destroying
l.f.OO house and shops. The fire was
still burning at ! o'clock tonight but
the wind had decreased considerably.

Tills announcement It Is believed
will make the people of Albuquerque
sit up and listen.
The directoire, the sensation of
Paris, the dispalr of Xew York and
whlcjt ee London by the oars, has

reached Albuquerque,
It may be seen this afternoon In the
Window of the S. V. RoaeWWald store
on Central avenue.
Mr. ItoHciiwalil, who has Just returned from an extended trip in the
east, secured while there one of the
most attractive and popular models of
the much talked of sheath gown. The
garment Is Imported diroet from Parti
and Is the first sheath gown to he displayed In this city where it will doubtless attract considerable attention. It
Is said to be a "dream."

HAINS TRIAL TO BE SHORN
OF SENSATIONALISM
CftrnlRC, N Y
Aug. 24 District
Attorney Ira Darrln, of Queens county,
win Is visiting bis old home here, said
today that by an agreement with
Mclntyre, counsel fur tho
Haines brothers, the Annls murder
case would be shorn of sensationalism
"The people are sick of the Thuw
case," ho said "They want no DtorS
of such sensationalism."
Mr. Darrln was also bore to see
Lieutenant Andreas, an Importunt
witness In the case.
.

Cm DIRECTORY.
If you have moved since your name
w is taken for the directory, send us
a postal giving your own and the full
names of all, sixteen years old or over,
who moved with you. giving both old
and new addresses nnd we will make
proper cnangea,
JOHN

r. wmtiiKi

DIRECTORY CO!,
Highland House, City.

SELF SACRIFICING WIFE
WINS HUSBAND'S RELEASE
lUlaM
.1. C. Manning 1'lnnlly
Hmd for Prisoner IPitl in OMBtf
.
.lull for I'lterlng Worthless PaM-r-

Mr.

Manning, who has been held
In the county Jail for the past three
months In default of bond, was released from Jail yoterday afternoon.
Manning's WK, who hns been In the
east for two months attempting to
raise enough money to cover her husband's bond, Anally succeeded In obtaining the required amount and Manning was released. The charge upon
which Manning was bound over, was
that of uttering forced eheoks. lie Is
accused of having passed worthba-paper on the Alvantdo hotel and other
places.
Manning came here from Prescott.
He
Aria., accompanied by his wife.
represented himself to be a representative of an Arizona mining concern
It Is sahl that Manning is considering
accepting an appointment ns constable
under Justice of the IViicc MoClellan.
J.

C.

s

RANSAS IIK AN AND RHOKT8.
Rest and cliefltHNt loan lo be I, ml,
a I ft.1 IkM hundred No mill sweepings
ml refuse oats anil wheat- - ground In
this. Sacked tinder purr food law the
anana HUM governs Hie sale or nour.
In this v
I -- ed by the largest dairies
, lolly.
lireat feed tor the horse r
com and psjÉhry. Cash guarantee with
ever order. All lo onl rs delivered
MISS A. M ItdUAKDH.
Room 10, over Oolden Itule Dry 2W- - worth to car lots. I W. Fee, fln'J- 1st. Phone IS
Goods Wore.
iioi

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.
I wlhh to say to the ludlea of Albuquerque that I have decided to remain
here for the coming fall and winter
seasons. My dreasmaklng parlors will
be open for business on and after
September 1st, 1908. I solicit a share
of your liberal' patronage.
Very respectfully,

HAS ARRIVED

FRANK T0MFI & BROS.

Merchant Tailors
119 West

Central

has it: "It takes nine tailors to make a man." Now if you want to
man, don't fail to stop
to be an
in and see our line of fine imported and
domestic woolens. They are really the
newest and most stylish patterns to be
seen in all New Mexico. You all know our

An old saying
te

reputation for fit and workmanship as well
as moderate price. Should you want a
real cheap suit or overcoat remember
that we are agents foi the best house in
the country, and with our experience in
taking measurements, we can guarantee
satisfaction at prices to suit your purse

Cleaning, Pressing, Repairing, Best in the City

)

8

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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i GEO. W. HjICKOX COMPANY
UHHT

AND
JKWKTaT HOCKS IN MCW
TOOK ALWAYS GUUTLITI AND NKW
BSD IN TOtJB WATCHKS. WB'IX

OLDEST
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reat.
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F.

I

Funeral Director
and Embalmer
ady Assistant

.

STRONG

Private Ambulance.
and Copper.

,

Of lice 75.

Real.

50.

dcocc

Fttirvbw and Santa
Barbara Ceneotertea.

BupL
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LOCAL ITEMS

Skating Rink
THE MOST
POPULAR
AMUSEMENT PLACE
IN THE CITY.

OF

INTEREST

Ia the event that 700 ehnald not
recniv your m .rmmt paper Mltphni
Iba POSTAL, Tfci.EORAPH CO. i- log your Mmi and addreea and tba
paper will be delivered br a epeclal
incer. Tbe telephone la No. If.

Washington. O. C, Auk
and Arizona Generally
Tuesday and Wednesday.
24.-Mi'-

The Best

Illustrated Songs

The Best Singing
The Best Place to Spend
a Pleasant Evening.
Morning. Afternoon and
Evening Sessions.
Only One Moving

Picture

Performance Beginning
at 8:30.

COLOMBO

Theater
Phone 471.

Change
TONIGHT
New Singer

New Songj

J. G. GOULD, Tenor.

Insure

In

Frank

A.

New-fai- r

the Occidental Ufe.
Hubb.il li ft last night for
hH sheep ranch wist of Magdalena
R. J. O n t wood of Domingo. N.
II., was a visitor in the city yesterday.
K. I,. MfaUw hns returned from nn
outing of two dni'k at Jomez Springs.
Senator Harvey Richards, of Han
Man ia!, was a visitor in Albuquerque
yesterday
T. C. Oarllngton, Santa Fo sugar
beet expert arrived last night frolrj
I, as Vegas
i'
Delaney's Cafe has Just Inaugurated
$c lunches a
an all night service.
specialty.
The regular dance of the ''ommer-cla- l
club will take place In the club
tomorrow evening.
New shipment of Imported
Swiss
and Roquefort cheese at the San Jose
Market.
Louis Trailer, the sheep and wool
broker, has left for a buaineea trip to
the Estancia valley.
Ur s. 1.. Burton, of etn smith waiter strict, leaves tmlay for a visit with
relatives in Salisbury, Mo.
W. E. Oarrlaon, Of the Agricultural
college at Ml stiia Park, Is here on a
short business trip.
There will be a regular meeting of
the W linen's Circle this afternoon
at
:0 at udd Fellows hall.
Miss Anna M. Turner, teacher of
the government Indian school at Mccartys. N. M., is lure on a short visit.
W. H
Jack, of Silver City, was
in the city last night on his way home
from a business trip to I'nlon county.
Mrs. W I!. Childers returned yesterday from u visit of several Weeks
In boa Angeles and southern California.
today
Ur John W. Klder returns
from Lai Anfjujea, where he has been
for a few days on professional business.
One or the large plate glass windows in the atore of J. II. O'RUUy &
Co. was smashed yesterday by a re- fractorv transfer team which backed
'

,

yesterduy morning for Washington, L).
C where he will resume, bis duties on
the general staff of the United States
army.

James E. Clark, territorial superintendent of schools, left here yesmorning for Mountalnair,
terday
where he will deliver an address at
the chautauqua previous to making an
AUG. 20 to 26.
extended tour of the schools of the
southern counties.
Three young boys, ranging in age
PROF. DUPONT
front eight to ten yeurs. observed Sun
JVovelt) MusIchI i, cuius.
day last by robbing the contribution
THE CHAMBERLAINS
box of the Baptist church, Lead and
Broadway, of eighteen dollars. The
i.nn. riK'lr s Teaming
boys will appear in police court at 9
ail.
o'clock this morning to explain Hie
THE SECOND JEFFRIES."
matter.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrln Taylor and son,
New Pictures and Songs
Work is
Orvllle Taylor, and H. A. Schoenecker,
Monday and Thursday.
of Holton, Kan., returned yesterday
WHITE WAGONS
afternoon from a pleasant trip to the
They will
Valley ranch on the
remnin here a few days before returning home after nearly a month's visit
with Mr. Schoenecker's brother. Lou
Schoenecker, of this city.
It. E. Putney and family and R. I..
Hudson of this city who are home- PALACE
DIAMOND
LEADING JEWELER.
awrd ohund in Mr. Putney's Thomas
o7 t cutral
c
Albuquerque
WatHi Inspector santa Pe it. it.
Flyer from a trip overland to Buffalo.
N. Y., reached Oanyonclto. In Apache
canyon, five miles above Lamy, last
night at dark and will arrive home
some time today.
Miss Lucy Hazeldine returned on
the limited yesterday after being absent for over a year, during which
time she made an extended tour of
WHOLESALE HARDWARE.
Europe and also visited relatives In
the east. Miss Hazeldine will resumo
her position as a teacher In the city
Stoves, Tinware, Enameled Ironware; Iron Pipe, Pumps,
schools next Monday.
Valves, Fittings, Bolting, Mine and Mill Supplies, etc,
The program at the Colombo last
night was very clever. "The Mishap
of a Fal Man." a film Hint has a barWAGONS, IMPLEMENTS AND FARM MACHINERY.
rel of laughter In It, was one of the
feature pictures. There will he one
Albuquerque, N, M,
Mail orders solicited,
new song nnd a new reel of films at
Mr. Oould, the
tonight's performance
new singer, has made a good Impres-sloof the music loving people in his
illustrated song work.
Police Judge Oeorge Craig faced a
crowded house yesterday "morning, the
result of a round up of drunks and
other offenders on the previous night.
Pedro Martini was fined 111 for being drunk and disorderly.
Ed. Lynn
drew sixty days In Jail for attempting
to kiss a lady's hand after she had
given him a cup of coffee, the Nervy
Nat stunt falling to make a hit with
HARNESS
VEinCLTS
Santiago Oareln
the housekeeper.
S BRLKN
WAGONS
10 for disorderly conduct.
drew
CORNER
morning, August 31,
On Monday
examination for entrance will be held
In the First. Becond, Third and Fourth
ward school buildings for nil pupils
below the eighth grade. Eighth grade
will
and High achool examinations
take place at the Central school on
the same date. All examinations will
It I desirable
begin at 9 o'clock.
that all pupils who are uncertain
about their classification he present at
this time. On Tuesday morning folALBUERQÜF
VEGAS
SANTA ROSA lowing school opens.
Bplendld results with Rocky Ford
have been obtained by
cantaloupe
Albuquerque this sen-sonear
I
farmers
V
It I M 11
M
KD
E
O
E
It
who owns a ranch
C.
Peck,
W.
W
DK
ITT T. COURTNEY
four miles south of the city, has
CLAIRVOYANT AND TRANCE.
brought to the Commercial club sevM I HI I'M
eral fine specimens of the Rocky Ford
Hus moved hi offices and will from now on see his frlendi and
melon which are quite equal lo the
client at No 623 Copper a ve. Mr. Courtney'
best product of the famous dhitrlct
well known power
has produced
nerd no .id,verllement a his wonderful gifts have been proven to
while J. N. Johnson
equally fine Rocky Fords and some
the PEOPLE OF THE KNOWN WORLD. 11. give ad v lea upon all
line Ford Hook me'.ons which while
affalra of Life, Love, Uw, Marriage. Mining, Real Raíate and, In fact
smaller than the Rocky Ford ace
all metiers pertaining to lh lue of Life.
found of finer flavor.
ASS W. Copper Ave.
TrMaiS.
to IS; 3 to t p.m.
Hours:
By pedal arrangement with the

CRYSTAL
.

Hubbs Laundry Co.
Best"

"Our

.

E V E R I T T
JHE

WHITNEY COMPANY

Loudon's Jersey Farm
For PURE ICE CREAM
1402

PHONE

Albuquerque Carriage
Company
First and Tijeras

CHARLES ILFELD CO.
Wholesalers of Everything

US

t

n

,

170

F A
G

Our fall goods are rapidly coming in and being placed on sale.
Our new suits for fall made by

Our ambition Is not
to do great things
In
finance, but to
, serve our patrons well.
If
we have been of service to
you, keep your money with us, and
recommend us to your friends and
neighbors. We will take this ub an
esteemed favor. If you have
not had an account with us,
start one now, add to it
regularly and grow
with the growing Bank.

Hart SchafFner
& Marx

0
0

The State
National Bank

are marvels of style and
manship and our prces
erate

KNOX HATS
STETSON HATS
colors and shapes, both
stiff and soft. Prices $3.00,
$4.00 and $5.00
In all

HANAN SHOES
DOUGLAS SHOES
toes are being added to
stock and fully
guaranteed
New

D

FOR THE BOYS
We wish to

announce the arrival of some Very Handsome
School Suits, Extra Pants as
well as shirts, shoes and waists.
Call and See Us.
e

From now on,
we shall earry
a FULL
LINK of

FRESH MEATS

S

In connection

wltli our
Grocery
Department.

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE.
E. F.

SCHEELE

song
manufacturers
of illustrated
slides, the management of the Skating
rink will hereafter be able to offer
the public nn unusual treat In illus-

workmod-

our regular

Albuquerque

Com-mande-

Captain H. O. Iearnard. who has
been visiting for several weeks with
his brother. Oenrge P. Learnard, left

25, 1908.

Our
Ambition

w--

PTirrf at

The Best Moving Pictures

a wagon through the window. The
loan is estimated at about $50.
Rev. Fletcher Cook, rector of St.
John's Episcopal church, returned yes
terday from Gallup, where he conducted serviros Sunday.
J. E. McMahnn. trainmaster for the
New Mexico diviainn of the Santa Fe,
arrived last night from his headquarters In Las Vegan.
Superintendent James Kurn, or the
Santa Fe's New Mexico division, nr.
,
In
It,,,.
rl
...
lu ac
lugiu,
companied by Mrs. Kurn.
Prof. J. E. Miller, of the High
school, returned last night from Bernalillo, where he has been conducting
the Sandoval county teachers' Institute.
Dr. R. H. Brlggs. proprietor of the
Alvarndo pharmacy, and son Leslie,
have left for a ten days' horseback
trip through the Sandia and Manzano
ranges.
J. Lorenzo Huhbell.
of OanadO,
Arlt., arrived in Albuquerque yesterday for a short stay. Mr. Huhbell has
Just come from the Arizona republican convention at Prescott.
Oenrge P. Miller, of North Benton
Ohio, is here for a couple of weeks.
the guest of Homer H. Ward, the ll
known grocery man. Mr. Miller Is a
brother of Mrs. Ward.
Oeorge K, N'eher ha.s returned from
a trip to his ranch in the valley of
the Rio Puerco. He reports plenty of
rain and abundnnt grass on the range
over In that country.
Rev. W. S. Hiiggi'tt, pastor of the
Southern Methodist church at Gallup,
and well known here, was in the city
yesterdny on his way to Relen In the
Interest of the church work.
Mrs. Harry T. Johnson left Saturday morning for Turumclrl, N. H
to meet her brother. Clay Jones, of
St. Louis, and settle up the estate of
their father, the lnt Charles P. Jones.
Samuel Rial- - left lust night for a
short business trip tu El Paso.
Misses V.isa nieckmann. Catherine
Ml let and Margaret Keleher returned
yesterday from a two weeks' visit to
Sim Lorenzo Springs.
W. R. Morley, owner of a large
ranch in the Datll mountains of Socorro county and also Interested In
mines In Mexico, was in the city last
night on his way to Until after a short
business trip to New York.
The work of raising the grade of
tin' street car track on West Central avenue will be completed today
and cars between new town and the
old town terminal will be run through
without transfer of passengers.
Special conclave of Pilgrim
No. S. K. T. Tuesday evening
at R o'clock, August 2IHh, 1908, for
work In the Malta degree. All visiting
By order of
Sir ICnlghts welcome.
the E. C, Harry Rraun. recorder.
A

Office St rone Mock, Second
Teei-phone-

MORNING JOURNKC TUESDAY, AUGUST

a

a

SIMON STERN
The CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

1024 North Fourth Street.

e

PUPILS FOR

trated songs. Classical and other high
class songs, adapted to Mrs. Frank's
voice are now being received and it
will be the policy o tin- rink management hereafter to present an Illustrated song program uncqunled by any
other moving picture bouse in the
country. This announcement will bo
received with gn at pleasure by the
music loving pqople of Albuquerque
and it goes without saying that packed
houses will greet, every rink perforin
anee "As Long As the World Rolls Member of Faculty of Alamo-g- o
On," one of the most beautiful songs
rdo Institution Leaves for
Imaginable, wai Bung by Mrs. Frank
last night. "The Clrl You Love," a
School After Spending Sumselection from "Silver Slipper," the
light opera, was nlso sung with fine
mer Here,
effect.
The slides accompanying thn
songs are very artistic and finished in
Miss Mary E. Kcebler. director of
handsome colors. The musical program will be repeated lonight. An en- music in the New Mexico Institute for
tire change of moving pictures is alio the Blind at Alamogordo, who lias
Something
on the bill for tonight.
been spending the pa.si two months In
very fine In this line is promised.
this city for pleasure and recreation,
leaves for the school Monday, August
31.
While in this city Miss Keeblcr
has located several children wio aro
afflicted with blindness or defective
eyesight and will accompany them to
the .school. Those with paiiial sight
will have their eyes treated while In
IN VALLEY
the school and those who are entirely
blind will receive an education fitting
them to cope In the world's work with
their more fortunate comrades. The
Well Known Farmer North of work done by this school which has
been in existence only two terms, has
Raises Apples demonstrated Its great usefulness and
City Also
many young men who have left the
Each One of Which Would school on account of having passed
the age limit arc making good money
Make a Pie,
in the various practical
occupations,
such as weaving and broom making
exactly fourteen that are taught In the school.4
Corn measuring
Miss Kcebler Is staying at 20 Lead
feet In height Is being raised by J. E. avenue, where she will be glud to sec
Mathew,
the well known dairyman anyone Interested In the school or
nnd farmer, Just north of the citv. knowing boys or girls who might bo
corn that will grow all around the sent there.
best Kansas can produce and corn that
should satisfy the most captious critic.
Mr. Mathew brought in a few stalks
FREE!
which just touch the celling of the
The corn
Morning Journul office.
bears big ears and Is well developed
It
and healthy In every particular.
School Hooks and School Supis a most Impressive example of what Willi
plier.
can be done with this staple In the
Rio Gratule valley.
Every school child this
Incidentally
also
Mr.
Mathew
year who buys School
brought a few apples, which are calHooks and School Supculated to make the eyes of the averplies from us, will get a
age eastern farmer bulge. They averhandsome Pocket Webage about twelve Inches In circumor
ster's Dictionary:
ference, and are perfect and luscious
Companion
Bach upple would make a very fair
Scholars
filled pie.
FREE. More iban that,
celeIt is earnestly hoped Mr. Mathew
we aell you the
will have some of these monster specibrated Indian Chief Tabmens of fruit preserved In some solulet for 6c. The largeit
tion so that they may be exhibited al
Pencil Tablet sold for a
the Irrigation congress. In this con
nickel.
nection n number of farmers have
made Inqulrlei as to what solution Is
STRONC'S ROOK STORK,
the proper one In which to preserve Phone 1104.
Next Door to P. O.
such fruits nnd any expert informa
be
will
core
welcome.
on
tion
that
Suicide Jampa From Ends Bridge.
The Morning Journal still has the
out of the
St. Louis, Aug. 24.
apple from Bernalillo which
traffic on Ends bridge
Ihould by all means be preserved In busy throng of an
well
unidentified,
some mnnner to exhibit at the con- this afternoon
the
dresaed man suddenly vaulted
gress.
rail and plunged into the Mississippi
river, nlnetv feet below. Horror trlok- Baby Morphine Fiend,
en spectators saw him come to the
are made by all soothing syrupfc nnd surface, struggle n few moment in
baby mdiclne
that contain opium the current and then sink. Hli body
McOee'g Baby Elixir was not seen again.
and narcotlci.
or narcotic
contain no Injurious
drugs of any kind. A lure and lafe
What I Het for Indigestion?
cure for disordered itomachs, boweli
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquln, Onand fretfulneiw aplendld for teething tario has been troubled
for year
Infant. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly Co.
with Indigestion, and recommend
Stomach and Liver
Chamberlain'
IF YOTT ARE IN NEED OF ANT Tablet a the "best medicine I 'ever
THING DAINTY IN Till. GROCERY used." If troubled With Indigestion
LINE YOU CAN ALWAYS FIND IT or conHpatlon give them a trial. They
CO., SI4 MOUTH ara
AT F. G. PRATT
certain to prove beneficial. They
SECOND.
are easy to take and pleasant In ef
fect. Price, 86 cent. Sample free
Try a Morning Journal Want) at all druggliU.

SCHOOL FOR
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rinnutn

our
store this week to see

It will pay you to visit

MEANS DECREASED

EXPENSES.

our stock of

Less Expense for Us
Means Better Prices
for You.

Peaches
Plums

Pears
PRICES ARE NOW AT

SPECIALS

THEIR LOWEST

iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiffliiii
ALBUQUERQUE CASH

TODAY
best cane sugar.

IB lbs.

dill pickles, I

NW
2

for...

frames honey
stuffed
bottle

.or,

HOMER H. WARD, Mgr.

25

SI5 Marble Ave.

per

olives.

Nice

GROCERY CO.

.$I.OO(

10

W0LKING & SON

Burnham and Merrill clam

tee salt

Ikg

Wheat,

Boiled

DRIVING

AND

WELL
UK

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

.2."

TEL.
25

S

TANKS

14H5

707 N. EIGHTH

2

for
F.

DRILLING,
FAIRING.

20

mackeral,

WINDMILLS,

AND

cheese,

tins Baker's cocoa.

2

ISO

1ERMOTOK

20

Juice

Bet Full Cream
per lb

MABEL M. FRANK
Diseases of the hair ami Scalp,
Scalp Maasage,
Shampooing.
Ladies and Gentlemen
11.17 Barm It Bldg Pbone 570.

per'
15

EVERY ONE IB TALKING ABOUT
OUR FLAT WORK. IF YOU HAVE
SOI" GIVEN US YOUBSU
DO SO
NOW. IMPERIAL 'lAUNDKY. BACK
OF POSTOFFICm

want you to try our
Monarch Cereal Coffee

We

Special Trial Price Today
package, -- Oc.

OUR WORK Oí LAUNDERING
ON
LADIES' COLLARS,
SHI1W
WAISTS.
SKIRTS AND
DUCl
SUITS IS UNSURPASSED.
IMIB
RIAL IiAUNDRY. BACK OF
POST-OFFIC-

OUR POLICY 18 QUICK SALES
AND SMALL PROFITS.
LET US
SHOW YOU THAT WE CAN SAl'B
YOU MONEY ON YOUR GIKM'EK
I l is. F. G. PRATT at CO., S14 8.
SECOND.

The MONARCH

GROCERY CO.

OUR ASSORTMENT OF CANNED
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES ARK A
SELECTED STOCK. COME IN AND
EXAMINE THEM. V. G. PRATT

307 W. Central Phone 80

CO.

Marcus P. Sawtelle
Contractor and Builder.
OFFICE ROOM 3
NATIONAL
BANK

first

TELEPHONE

,:.,.,,
...
,

If.,,.

I

,, .
.
f'nl.ln

BLDG.

108.
..
ti C..IAl.fn
nuil mi-- ,

Frankfort, Aug. 24. Hcrr Oeiter-mnncashier of the coupon department of the MIHIeduehe Credit Hank,
shot hlmlelf dead In this city today.
He had embezzled 12r,,000 from the
bnnk. He left a letter of confession,
flelterinunn had speculated on the
London exchange.

n,

814 SOUTH

SECOND.

FEE'S GOOD ICK, CREAM, A Nil
ICE CREAM
SODA.
WALTON'
DRUG STORE.
AZTEC FUEL CO , MILL. FACTORY AND MOUNTAIN
WOOD
PINION FENCE
GALLUP
LUMP COAL, $6.50 PER TON. BUY
ANY OLD TIME. PHONE S51.
OUR DOMESTIC FTNTrm 1 JUST
THE THING AND SATISFIES Olll
PATRONS. IP YOU WANT TO BB
UP TO DATE HAVE YOUR IiAUNDRY DONE BY THE IMPEDI.!.
LAUNDRY, BACK OF POSTO FFKTK.
In stock

price.

WINDOW Hii A RES
and made to order, lowest
Satisfaction guaranteed. Fu-

tridle Furniture Co.
FEE'S ROOT BEER,

OF

QUALITY.

STORE.

THaV

WALTON'S

BEER
DRUG

